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Motorists attempting to negotiate
slick and icy ropds wound up in scores
of fender-bender accidents across
Kentucky this morning, and many
school districts called off classes for the
day.
Calloway Countians were greeted
with a fresh blanket of snow this
morning along with somewhat
hazardous driving conditions, but the
local roads were not deemed too
treacherous by local officials and
school doors opened as usual.
Light freezing rain left roads slip-
pery, especially on overpasses and
expressway ramps, in Northern
Kentucky on Monday, and freezing rain
and snow spread across much of the
state during the night.
Police reported about 100 minor
accidents just in Louisville and Jef-
ferson County Monday, and a number
of people were treated at local hospitals
and released following such mishaps.
Officials at Louisville's Baptist
Hospital said they had treated three
persons who broke bones when they
slipped on the ice and fell.
State Police at La Grange said traffic
was tied up on Interstate 71 at several
points between the Jefferson County
line and the Boone County line in
Northern Kentucky.
The Pendleton-Sligo interchange on I-
71 was dosed for about two hours
Monday after several accidents.
State Police at Elizabethtown
reported a major tieup on Dixie High-
way near Ft. Knox after four or five
accidents occurred.
State Police Headquarters at Frank-
fort reported roads snow covered and
hazardous this morning at
Elizabethtown, Dry Ridge, Lexington
Richmond, Morehead, and London.
Roads were reported slick at
Mayfield, Henderson, Bowling Green,
Louisville, La Grange, Frankfort,
/tartan, Hazard, and Colutnbla.
Roads were wet at Madisonville,
Pikeville, and Ashland, and snow was
reported falling at Ashland.
Counties closing schools included
Jefferson, Woodford, Shelby, Carroll,
Gallatin, Trimble, Clark, Oldham,
Henry, Washington, Marion, Blatt,
Meade, Larue and Spencer.
NEW MINI-PUMPER — Mayor John Scott, Fire Chief Jackie Cooper, assistant chief Clayton Garland, and fire com-
mittee chairman Howard Koenen inspect the new mini-pumper purchased for the tire department by the City of
Murray. The price of the mini-pumper was just over $22,000. Staff Photo by David Hi
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Averages were just slightly under
what had been hoped for as the dark
fired tobacco market opened here
Monday.
A total of 336,846 pounds was sold on
the three Murray floors, at an average
price per hundredweight of $97.35.
The leaf brought a total of $327,931.32
to local farmers who sold their leaf on
opening day.
The sale moves to Mayfield today and
will return to Murray on Wednesday.
Officials of the Mayfield market said
the sale there today is going about as
expected, and comparable to Monday's
sale here.
Local officials expect about 51/2
million pounds to be sold this season,
and Holmes Ellis, executive director of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, said he had hoped
Ford Proposes Tax Slash As
Part Of $394 Billion Budget
a
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Ford will send Congress a 6394.2-billion
budget tomorrow, but congressional
Democrats are already attacking it and
Enatahalintlheirstrengtbkir knoissat
veto battles to test their strength in the
election year spending dispute.
The outlines of the budget Ford will
submit Wednesday were made clear in
his State of the Union message Monday
night as he urged spending restraint
and renewed his proposal for a
balancing income tax cut.
In his address, Ford said the nation's
Figures Expected To
Show Economy Settling
Into Long Term Growth
WASHINGTON (A?) — The latest
government figures are expected to
show the economy is settling into its
long-term growth trend, but the growth
apparently has some soft spots.
The Commerce Department reports
today on the initial estimates for the
Gross National Product, or total
economic output, for the last quarter of
1975. The report should show a growth
rate half that of the previous quarter,
according to Commerce Department
economist James L. Pate.
That would be a 6 per cent annual
rate of growth in the volume of output,
compared with the 12 per cent annual
growth rate which constituted the
biggest jump in 20 years for the July-to-
September quarter.
And 6 per cent or 7 per cent is about
'what the Commerce Department ex-
pects in the way of economic expansion
for 1976. The White House issued a
statement Monday night that said
President Ford's economic advisers
are projecting a growth rate of 6.2 per
cent this year and 5.7 per cent next
year.
The rate of inflation in the Gross
National Product, or GNP, for the
fourth quarter was expected to remain
at the 7.1 per cent annual rate
registered in the previous quarter.
White House economic advisers are
predicting a consumer price increase of
5.9 per cent for this year, compared
with last year's rate of about 7 per cent.
However, Ford said in his State of the
Union address Monday night that he
considers that rate still too high.
Referring to inflation, Ford said, "We
Cloudy and Cold
Mostly cloudy this niorning. Partly
cloudy and cold as sftecnoon and
tonight.• High today in the mid Xs, low
tosiglit in the low 20s. Variable
chieftain and cold with slight chance
of Snow flurries Wednesday, high in the
mid.1181.. Thursday partly cloudy and
cold.
are slowing it; we must stop it cold."
Ford said the economy is generally
"slowly but surely getting better."
The character of the current
economic expansion was underlined
Monday with the release of statistics
showing industry is operating with 29.2
per cent of its capacity idle, Americans'
personal income is growing at a
progressively slower rate and home
construction is tailing off.
condition was better now than it was a
year ago but that it's still not good
enough. He proposed cutting income
taxes by $10 billion, raising Social
lievaleity Wells '*1.1'1L 4911101111
catastrophic health insurance for
Medicare recipients, encouraging
business expansion by offering new tax
incentives and providing housing
assistance for 500,000 families.
A White House data sheet announcing
the budget total for the 12 months
beginning next Oct. 1 says the budget
will be $43 billion in deficit. The deficit.--
for the current fiscal year is estimated
at $76 billion.
Democrats responded with a chorus
of charges that Ford was putting what
they called an arbitrary spending
ceiling ahead of the needs of the
unemployed in an economy just
beginning to recover.
The Democrats also signaled that the
forthcoming disputes over vetoes and
the federal budget will bear the seeds
for future political issues in this elec-
tion year.
Ford raised some political themes in
his address, possibly trying out "new
realism" as a campaign slogan and
obliquely criticizing his Republican
opponent, Ronald Reagan.
The first veto dispute comes next
Tuesday when the House will vote
whether to override Ford's veto of a
645-billion labor-health, education and
welfare appropriation heavy with
funding for social programs. They
Students To Begin Receiving
String instruction At MSU
About 70 elementary school students
from Calloway, Marshall and
McCracken counties will begin
receiving free instruction this week on
stringed insturments through a
program at Murray State University.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
sponsoring Department of Music,
called the response to the program
"extremely gratifying." He noted that
a few more students can be taken into
the program if parents act im-
mediately.
He said they should call David
Nelson, assistant professor of music
and program supervisor, at 762-4151 in
Murray.
Nelson is the organizer of the
program, which includes instruction on
three stringed instruments—violin,
viola, and cello—by advanced string
majors at Murray State. Clasen meet
on the campus for a half how twice a
week after school.
Although the program was organized
primarily for fourth grade students,
some fifth and sixth graders who have
expressed interest have been permitted
to register for the lessons.
Farrell, adding that "the project will
be continued as long as interest and
support continue to merit it," said the
program this spring will culminate in a
demonstration concert. Future plans
Include the formation of an Area Youth
Symphony Orchestra.
A series of demonstrations by a string
quartet in area elementary schools in
December and early January was used
by Nelson to introduce students to the
upcoming project. Then an
organizational meeting of interested
parents and students on Jan. 12 drew
more than 125 people.
Planned in cooperation with the
Center for Continuing Education at
Murray State, the program is intended,
according to Nelson, to stimulate in-
terest among youngsters in siring
music to provide a basis for orchestras
and chamber groups in the area.
One Held Here On
Marijuana Charges
A Murray man has been lodged in the
city jail on 62,000 bond on charges of
possession of marijuana for purposes of
sale, according to local officials.
Kentucky State Police and Murray
City police combined efforts in the
arrest of John B. Pritchett, 1619 Far-
mer, and confiscated two pounds of
marijuana.
The raid took place Monday at about
5 20 p. m.
Highlights Of Ford's Message
At a glance, here are highlights of President Ford's State of the Union ad-dress on trineday night:
State of the Union: "The state of ow- union is better — in many ways a lotbetter — but still not good enough."
Foreign Policy: "The state of our foreign policy is sound and strong."
Taxes: Proposed reducing federal income taxes by $10 billion a year star-
ting July 1, offering tax incentives for longterm investments in common
stocks and tax breaks for businessmen expanding in areas of high unem-
ployment.
Budget: Announced he will propose federal spending of $394.2 billion forthe 1977 fiscal year that begins Oct. 1.
Social Security: Declaring that the program "is headed for trouble," hecalled for a $4.2 billion increase in Social Security taxes to take effect nextJan. 1.
Medicare: Proposed catastrophic health insurance for everybody covered
by Medicare.
Housing: Asked for additional housing assistance for 500,000 families.
CIA: "In the near future, I will take actions to reform and strengthen our
intelligence community."
would need a two-thirds vote to
override, and the outcome is in doubt.
House Majority Leader Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., said Ford's
economic plan would throw an ad-
ditional 200,000 persons out of work.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn.,
said Ford failed "to come to grips with
the problem of unemployment and the
sluggishness of our economy."
In another major squabble between
the Democratic Congress and Ford, the
House votes next Tuesday on a $112-
billion defense appropriation that
contains a ban on using U.S. funds to
help any faction in the Angolan civil
war. The Senate already has approved
the ban.
"We must not face a future in which
we can no longer help our friends, such
as in Angola, even in limited and
carefully controlled ways ...," Ford told
congress in the nationally broadcast
address.
He said such actions as the Senate's
vote for the Angola funds ban were
"very shortsighted."
House Speaker Carl Albert has said
(See Ford, Page 8)
Firemen Called To
Fire Monday Night
Murray City Firemen answered one
call at about six p. m. last night, ac-
cording to department records.
Firemen were called to 100 North
Broach, to the home of Phillip Vibrine,
and remained on the scene for about an
hour and a half.
The cause of the blaze has not been
determined. Firemen used the booster
to extinguish the blaze. Twenty five
men and three trucks answered the
call.
for an average of $1 per pound for
opening day and for the season, but said
that "may be a little optimistic."
Crop estimates earlier in the season
indicated that the crop could weigh in at
op to six million pounds, but Ellis said
the "crop has been weighing light and
51/2 million pounds may be a more
realistic figure."
Last year's dark fire-cured tobacco
crop averaged $92.95 a hundredweight
with a total of 4.71 million pounds.
Questioned about this season's leaf
quality, Ellis said "I think it's a useful
crop.. the demand is there." He added
that there are no stocks or reserves of
the crop which could enhance this
season's prices.
"Overall, I'm optimistic about the
leaf, but there is some concern over




Tickets for the 39th annual "Campus
Lights" student musical production at
Murray State University Feb. 12-13-14
are now available for sale on the
campus or through the mall.
Curtain time on each date in Lovett
Auditorium will be 8:15 p. m.
All seats are reserved for the show,
with tickets selling for $2.50 each.
Tickets may be purchased and
reslervations made in the lobby of the
Waterfield Student Union Building
from 9:30 a. m. to 4 p. m. Monday
through Friday through Feb. 13.
Mail orders should include a stam-
ped, self-addressed envelope with a
check for the proper amount made out
to Campus Lights and should be sent to:
Richard W. Farrell, Chairman,
Department of Music, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071. Tickets are also
available in Farrell's office on.
Saturdays.
Special rates are available for school
groups of 25 or more.
Written, performed, and directed by
students, "Campus Lights" is spon-
sored each year by the local chapters of
two professional music frater-
nities—Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha—with proceeds going into a
music scholarship fund for incoming
freshman music students.
John Goode of Cadiz heads a com-
pany of about 150 students as the
director of this year's show. Farrell is
the faculty adviser. The production has
been described by Goode as "a musical
comedy with a Bicentennial flavor that










Deaths & Funerals 10
Kentucky Senate Expected To
Adopt Permanent Rules Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) - The
Kentucky Senate, after delaying action
until the end of a five-day holiday
weekend, was expected to adopt per-
manent rules today to govern the 1976
session.
The five-day weekend was
proclaimed to observe the birthdays of
two famous americans—Martin Luther
King, Jr., and Robert E. lee.
The Senate had been expected to
adopt its rules last week but delayed the
action before adjourning last Wed-
nesday. The House adopted its rules
last week.
The proposed Senate rules would
open meetings of the chamber's Rules
Committee to the press for the first
time. The new rules also would give
that committee up to 10 days to act on
egislation
The Rules Committee receives bills
after they have been approved by
standing committees. It either sends
them to the floor for a vote or back to a
committee.
The proposed rules also would
require that a fiscal impact statement
be attached to all bills that could
financially affect state or local
government.
The House rules called for opening
Rules Committee meetings and also
required bills to carry fiscal impact
statements.
Senate Majority Leader Tom
Garrett, D-Paducah, said Monday that
after the rules are adopted
"proceedings should begin to speed up"
in the legislature this week—the third
week of the session.
Only six bills—four by the Senate and
two in the House— have been passed
since the session began Jan. 6.
Garrett said the session has
proceeded slowly thus far "mainly
because the committees have been
waiting to see what form the required
fiscal analysis statement will take.
"I really think the conunittees will
demonstrate more caution in this
amnion than prior sessions," Garrett
said. "One reason is that the rules
Committee may not be the safety valve
it has been in the past."
The fact that only six bills have been
passed "might be a reflection of
quality of the bills that were in
In the interim," Garrett said.
"And, there's always a greet ten-
dency to defer actions until the budget
Is proposed. The reason for this is that
most Ms do carry some kind of
financial impact and we have to know
what monies are available, if any," the
majority leader said.
He said he expected Gov. Julian
Carroll to submit his budget proposal
by next week and that he believes
"things will start to speed up then."
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By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
The Myth of Middle Age
The too generally accepted
idea that middle age inevita-
bly brings a slowing down of
physical and mental powers is
challenged by the men and
women who are retaining
their youthful vigor even into
old age.
There is Nellie Brown, re-
tired school teacher of Alex-
andria. Va., who recently at
age 82 won five gold medals in
National Masters Swim
Championships. Or 70-year-
old Michael Seaman who
biked 3,400 miles from Eu-
gene, Ore., to Washington.
D.C., in 59 days.
Bob Hoffman at 76 coaches
the U.S. Olympic weightlift-
ing team and promotes
weightlifting on his world
travels in addition to running
several successful businesses.
Each year on his birthday he
attempts to make a new
record in the bench press or In
long-distance running.
Glenn Kerfoot, a dedicated
advocate of physical fitness
through a regular program of
gym workouts, walking and
swimming, explodes "the
myth that middle age is a time
for giving up, that they've
crossed an invisible threshold
into inactivity and can never
go back."'
Less spectacular but per-
. haps more believable models
for the average sedentary
American are the middle-aged
. men and women in every
community who are maintain-
ing normal weight, keeping
muscles supple and delaying
or avoiding the onset of de-
generative diseases which





























A major obstacle to the
daily exercise program neces-
sary to maintain physical fit-
ness is boredom. Exercise
buffs combat it in various
ways. Working out at a gym
with other people is one way.
Taking up a variety of ac-
tivities such as swimming,
jogging, biking, regular walk-
ing is the answer for others.
Having a definite goal and
keeping a record of progress
provides motivation. People
who like to keep their lives
well-organized decide on a
specific time, place and kind of
exercise and make it habit-
ually a part of their lifestyle.
' Even people who have al-
lowed themselves to get badly
out of shape can know the
satisfaction of reclaiming
their youthful vigor and vital-
ity, but a word of warning is
important. Any exercise pro-
gram should be started grad-
ually to avoid sore and
strained muscles and more
serious damage to the heart.
Mr. Kerfoot sums up his
optimistic attitude toward his
own middle-aged status: "Life
should be like a good book—
the further you get into it, the
more interesting it becomes.
It can be if you will stop
believing in the myth of
middle age and hang in there."





Dr. R. Bailey Binford, staff
physician with the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic will speak to
the Zeta Department mem-
bers of the Murray Woman's
Club on Thursday, January 72.,
at 7:30 p.m. on the subject
"Mental Health."
Dr. Binford graduated from
Fulton High School in 1954,
from University of Kentucky
in 1958, and from the
University of Tennessee
Medical School in 1964. He did
a rotating internship at
Highland Alameda County
Hospital in Oakland City,
California, and one year of
residency at the University of
Kentucky, specializing in
Pediatrics. He did a residency
program at Emory Medical
School in Atlanta, Georgia in
Adult and Child Psychiatry.
Before coming to Murray his
work was private practice in
psychiatry.
Dr. and Mrs. Binford and
their son live on Kentucky
Lake.
Hostesses for this meeting
will be Mrs. Henry Fulton,
Mrs. H.F. Bryan, Mrs.
Gaylord Forrest, Mrs. L.D.
Miller, and Mrs. Buist Scott.
Mrs. Frances Matarazzo,
chairman of the department,
will preside at the business
meeting.
MOVIES IN MURRAY
Her Father Wants Proof
Boyfriend is Eligible
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am 16, nearly 17, and I'm an honor
student. I have always had a good relationship with my
parents—until now.
About three months ago I met the most wonderful guy in
the world. I'll call him Sammy. It was love at first sight!
Sammy is really 23, but we told my parents he is 20 because
if they knew how old he was, they wouldn't let me go with
him. Sammy is also divorced and has a 3-year-old son who
lives with his ex-wife. We didn't tell my parents about the
little boy. We just told them that Sammy was divorced.
Sammy wants to marry me, but we don't plan on getting
married until I am finished with school.
The problem is my father. He has a very suspicious mind.
He says I can't see Sammy again until Sammy produces
legal evidence of his divorce.
Abby, I trust Sammy, but I'm afraid if I ask him to show
my father proof of his divorce, Sammy will be so hurt and
insulted at having been called a liar he will quit seeing me.
Don't you think my father is being unreasonable?
I love Sammy so much, I can't live without him. Please
help me
SAMMY'S GIRL
DEAR GIRL: Sorry, I'm inclined to go along with your
father. You and Sammy are already withholding the facts
about Sammy's real age and his son, which is deceitful. If
Sammy doesn't want to bring all the facts out in the open,
he's less than "wonderful." Be wise. Listen to your father.
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow, age 64 Last year I met a
man my age whose wife had died the year before.
We are in love. He would be an ideal mate except for one
thing. He is very egotistical and likes to see how he registers
with other women (waitresses, especially). In other words.
he tries to make me jealous.
This is a small town and there are no men around with
whom I can make him jealous, so I am unable to get even.
Please tell me how to handle this successfully.
HURT AND JEALOLISi.
DEAR HURT: Don't try to fight fire with fire unless you
want your chances to go up in smoke.
Tell him frankly that you are hurt and jealous when he
flirts with other women. (He'll be flattered.) If he doesn't
cut out the flirting after that, you'll know he doesn't care
how you feel.
DEAR ABBY: Four years ago I had a son out of wedlock
We talked of marriage, but it never came about.
I named my son after his father (first, middle and last
name) with his approval.
I would like to know if it is illegal or immoral to name an
out-of-wedlock child after hie father
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: It is not illegal. But if the father
has a legitimate son named after him, two sons with
identical names could create embarrassment and confusion.
And to intentionally create such a situation, when it could
have been avoided, I think is morally wrong.
DEAR ABBY: About that bride who didn't want any fat
bridesmaids to ruin the appearance of her wedding: I hope
her fat friends will remember her with "skinny" wedding
gifts!
FAT WITH FAT FRIENDS
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Vaa Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211. Please enclose a long,




Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
You should win top-grade
returns from your efforts now.
Adhere to well-tested proce-
dure. Emphasize your individ-
ualism and perceptiveness.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Curb an inclination to take on
more than you can reasonably
handle. You will only scatter
energies and accomplish less in
the long run.
GEMINI
(May 23 to June 21) 11441-
How you accept vicissitudes
AND advantages will mean the
difference between just getting
by and cloiag well. This day has
the mailings of a big success
story if you are alert.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 23) et)
Small matters may conspire
to try and keep you from ac-
complishing what you set out to
do — and must. Be firm!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444a
An old acquaintance will do
you a very good turn — quite
unexpectedly. In fact, your
relationships with others,
generally, should be unusually
congenial.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 93) 111)ii
Don't permit trifles to be
blown out of proportion. The
mountain which grows from a
molehill is molly unbelievably
difficult to conquer.
LIBRA ri&(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Keep plans flexible; changing
situations could make revision
necessary On the personal





(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rit,e45"
You are one of the few In a
position to take strong and
progressive action now, but be
careful not to make too many
waves. A certain amount of
discretion needed.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2440
Influences somewhat adverse
toward financial matters. Don't
make unnecessary purchases
and don't let your natural c9-
timism lead you into spec-
ulative ventures.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Information needed to con-
summate a business deal now
forthcoming. With the added
facts on hand, proceed as
originally planned.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -1.•••••
Some difficulty in personal
relationships Indicated. Per-
sons close to you may be
unresponsive, even hostile to
your plans. But hold your
teinver lest small arguments
escalate out of all proportion.
PISCES
X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Neither borrow nor lend now.
Even small, "friendly" tran-
sactions are likely to cause
some unpleasantness in the
future.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great pride,versatility and diacriminatica.
Your goals are lofty ones and,
with your many talents and
perseverance, you usually
attain them. If you take up an
artistic profession — and you do
have taknts slang this line, you
would do exceptionally well at
painting, dancing or playing a
musical instrument In other





By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
I am wondering how ow
gardens came through the
near zero weather of Iasi
week. The sudden drop in
temperature is one pf our
winter hazards. For the next
seven or eight weeks this
freezing and thawing will
continue. However, I hope the
zero temperature won't come
again soon.
That is why mulching is so
important. Small plants will
heave partially out of the
ground when thawing occurs.
Mulch helps prevent that and
is an added protection to the
roots.
But at least we can be sure
that any plant that survived
this cold spell can go through
most anything and is safe for
the rest of the cold season.
Catalogues are really
coming in now. I received my
two favorite ones this week
and they are so beautiful that I
wanted to sit right down and
fill out an order. I usually
select the things I want, then
go through my list and write
off the things I don't need or
can't find a place for.
I don't know why it is, but I
always picture plants in my
garden looking just like the
ones in the catalogue. Just as
big, just as luxuriant and just
as neat. I forget that there is
work in keeping them trim-
med and in fertilizing them
and keeping them free of
insects. Yet, there is
fascination in striving to meet
the standards of the picture
and certainly an excited
exhiliration when sometimes
we can produce one just as
beautiful as the catalogue.
I am always amazed that
each year a new hybrid of a
variety is produced. There
seems to be no end to the ef-
forts of hybridizers and
certainly they have improved
almost every garden plant.
They are adding color, odor
and sturdiness to the old
favorites.
This is the first year that
seed of the white marigold has
been put on sale. It was per-
fected over a year ago and
since the marigold produces
so many seed, we did not have
to wait so long in being able to
buy them.
I hope we can carry our
house plants through these
next few weeks. The rather
dry atmosphere of homes is
not the best environment for
growing things. I tend to try to
overcome this by giving them
too much water.
Remember, never let water
stand in the plate under the
pot. Pour off any excess water
and wait a few- days before
giving any more. Feel the soil
occasionally and water only if
it feet; dry. I long for the time
to come when I can set the
pots out in the fresh air. And
truly it won't be long.
Suburban Homemakers Club
Meets. At Mrs. Dunn's Home
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met Monday, January 12,
in the home of Mrs. Holmes
Dunn, president, who
presided.
The devotion by Mrs. Max
Farley was taken from John
15:9-17. The special thought
was, "I had a friend." The
minutes and Treasurer's
report were read by Mrs.
Prentice Dunn. Eleven
members were present for the
roll call.
The president reported on a
visit she had made to the
Murray Comprehensive Care
Center and stating that they
were very much in need of
additional funds. After
discussing the matter it was
decided for the club to donate
$25.00 to the center.
Mrs. Roy Hancock and Mrs.
Harry Russell gave the craft
lesson on "Dough Figures and
Flowers." They each brought
items that they had made.
Mrs. Clyde Miller discussed
the bread baskets made from
the dough and also displayed
some of her work.
Mrs. Lenith Rogers
presented the lesson on
"Family Entertainment." She
discussed ways to turn
everyday chores into fun and
games.
Other members present
were Mrs. Leon Adams, Mrs.
Robert Hendon, Mrs. Learon
McGary and Mrs. Jack
Wilson.
The next meeting will be
Monday, February 9, at 7:30 p.
m. in the home of Mrs.
Prentice Dunn, 1715 Olive St.
South Pleasant Grove Club Has
Meet At Home, Mrs. Jackson
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club met
Wednesday, January 14, at
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ronnie Jackson with ten
members present.
Mrs. Garland Hutson,
president, presided. Mrs. Max
Parks gave the devotion
followed by prayer by Mrs.
Raymond Story. The roll call
was answered by each
member telling how she spent
Christmas.






DECA Chapter met for a slide
presentation on National
DECA Conferences.
The pm-pose of this activity
was to provide the DECA
students with facts about the
activities at the National
DECA Conference, and to
encourage the students to
participate in activities to lead
them toward the 1976 National
DECA Conference in Chicago.
Chuck Higginbotham talked
with Roderick Reed to borrow
his copy on the National
DECA Conference Slide
Presentation. Then Chuck
gave a commentary for each
slide. All the DECA members
participated in this activity by
listening to the presentation.
Many of the DECA Students
became very interested in the
activities at the National
DECA Conference. Several
questions were asked of those
who attended the Conference
last year. This activity served
to motivate some DECA
students to work toward at-
tending the 1976 DECA Con-
ference in Chicago.
Centers" was presented by
Mrs. Jack Brown.
Mrs. Bob Orr led in






Mrs. Gerald Paschall, Mrs.
Nina Craig, Mrs. Billy Rex
Paschall, Mrs. Clifton E.
Jones, members, and Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, guest.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs.
Raymond Story on Wed-
nesday, February 11, at one
p.m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Fannie Rushing of







Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Larry Ragsdale at
7:30p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Inunanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will meet at the club at
seven p.m.
Murray Bird Club will meet
at the Calloway County Public
Library at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 12 noon to four p.m.
Bible Study Group will meet
with Mrs. Corinne McNutt, 712
Main Street, at 7: 3Qp.m.
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla, U.
S. Coast Guard, will start a
course in Room 102, Carr
Health Building, MSU, at
seven p.m.
Wednesday, January 21
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at Salem Baptist
Church at 1:30 p.m. For in-
formation or transportation
call 753-8193.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
J. N. Williams of United
Daughters of the Confederacy
will have a coffee at ten a.m,
at the home of Mrs. Hunt
Smock.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at six p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Mission groups of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p.m. at the church
following the fellowship
supper at six p.m.
Thursday, January 22
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. with Dr. Bailey
Binford as speaker.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with
arts and crafts lessons at 10:30
a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
table games at one p.m.
Gladys McElrath Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at seven
p.m.
Friday, January 23 '
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses shopping
center and downtown in-
cluding Parker's Grocery will
start at twelve noon. Note
change of time. Call 753-0929
for transportation.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Friday, January 23
Senior art exhibits of Dennis
Weeks, photography, Jennifer
Pfeifer, drawing, and Julie
Forrest Kearns, drawing, will
be on display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Fine Arts




Woman's Club, will have its
monthly luncheon at the club
house at twelve noon.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Saturday, January 24
Bro. and Mrs. Warren T.
Sykes of Piuyear, Tenn., will
be honored on their 25th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Farm Bureau
Building, Paris, Tenn., from
two to five p.m.
Sunday, January 25
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones will
be honored with a reception by
their nieces and nephews at
their home in Kirksey from
two to three p.m. in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles
Sheppard of Wilmore will
present a program of sacred
music at the Good Shepherd




will meet at South Pleasant
Grove Church at seven p.m.
Max Miller, Veterans
Counselor, will be at
American Legion Hall from
8:30a.m. to 3:30p.m.
The Magazine Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles at two p.m.
llarriages made in heat 'en
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Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Phillip LaddThe sanctuary of the
Memorial Baptist Church wasthe setting for the wedding onSunday, January 4, of MissGlenda Margaret Scarbrough,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Earlie Scarbrough, and
Stephen Phillip Ladd, son ofMr. and Mrs. W. A. Ladd, allof Murray.
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor ofthe church, performed thedouble ring ceremony at thealtar centered with an arched
candelabrum adorned with a
large satin bow and flankedon either side with
arrangements of multi-colored mums, daisies,pompoms, and gladioli. The
church windows held white
candles surrounded withgreenery. The family pewswere marked with white satinbows.
Ricky Cunningham
presented a program ofnuptial music including thetraditional wedding marchesfor the processional and the
recessional. As the guests
entered the church they
registered at a table presided
over by Mrs. Earl Underwood,
aunt of the bride.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, wore a
formal Margo Thomas design
gown made by her cousin,
Mrs. Harnp Wiggins Brooks.
The soft flowing gown of white
polyester gabardine featured
a v-cut neckline with pearl
buttons closing the front of the
lace covered bodice. The
sleeves were square armholes
and gathered cups were
gathered into wide buttoned
cuffs. To complete the en-
semble the bride wore a
cathedral length veil of white
bridal illusion trimmed with
lace which belonged to her
cousin, Mrs. Jimmy Geurin.
She carried a bouquet of
pompoms, multi-colored
mums, and daisies mixed with
baby's breath.
Miss Cindy Johnson served
as maid of honor. Her dress
was a floor length gown of
yellow dawn jersey knit
designed with a yoked bodice
and high neckline with long
sleeves and a deep ruffle at
the hemline.
The bridesmaid was Miss
Vicky Cunningham who wore
a bhie dawn jersey knit dress
designed the same as the maidof honor.
Miss Johnson and Miss
Cunningham carried smallnosegay bouquet of flowers.
Roger Hughes served thegroom as best man. JimGreen was the groomsman.
Ushers were Kenneth Darnell
and Randy Cunningham.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Earlie Scarbrough, chose to
wear a floor length dress oflight pink knit and a corsage ofpink carnations.
Mrs. W. A. Ladd, mother ofthe groom, wore a floor lengthgown of light green knit and a
yellow and green carnation
corsage.
Grandparents of the brideare Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris,
Sr., of Puryear, Tenn. The
groom's grandparents areMrs. W. A. Ladd, Sr., of Paris,Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.Bryan Overcast of Murray.
Mrs. Hemp Wiggins Brooks
directed the wedding.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white lace over
white with the corners caught
up in multi-colored bows.
Centering the table was the
three tiered wedding cake
topped with wedding hells
with a bride and groom
statuette in the center tier.
The cake was baked and
decorated by the bride's aunt,
Mrs. Noble Wilson, who
directed the reception.
Fruit punch, coffee, nuts,
mints, and cake were served
by Mrs. Larry Turner and
Miss Martha Ladd, sisters of
the groom, Mrs. Eva Clees,
aunt of the groom, Mrs. John
Morris, Mrs. William Morris,
and Mrs. Noble Wilson, all
aunts of the bride.
Lisa Clees, cousin of the
groom, passed out rice bags to
the guests.
The couple left later for a
,redding trip with the bride
wearing a wine pants and
sweater combination and a
white carnation corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Ladd are now
residing at their recently
purchased home on Highway
641 South. He is employed with
Larry Cain Construction.
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Mrs. Herning Leads DiscussionAt Meet At Freeman HomeThe general meeting of theHazel United MethodistChurch Women was held onTuesday, January 6, at 7:30 p.an. in the home of Mrs. OlgaFreeman.
Mrs. Mildred Herning,president, presided. After ashort business session Mrs.Herning conducted a roundtable discussion on "What IsMissions." All members wereinvolved in the interesting andspiritual program. Mrs.Herning concluded the sessionwith a summary of the issuesthat were presented.
Mrs. Freeman invited themembers to the cancilelighted
dining room where refresh-
ments of cake, candies, coffee,and hot tea were served. Mrs.
LeRoy Provine and Mrs. J. W.Jones assisted in serving.
Members present, other
than those named, were
Mesdames Elbert Allbritten,
H. 0. Brandon, Ralph
Edwards, Koska Jones,
Madeline Jones, John
McCullough, H. A. Newport, J.
R. Taylor, Claud White, and
Clete Wilson.
Willard Ails Speaks
At B&PW Dinner Meet
The Murray Business &
Professional Women's Club
met Thursday, January 15, at
the Murray Woman's Club
House for the dinner meeting.
Hostesses were Euple Ward,
Connie White, Mildred
Ragsdale and Myrtle Wall
Erwin.
Mrs. Ward introduced the
guest speaker, Willard Ails,
who stressed on his audience
to keep a "Positive Outlook"
Mr. Ails said we have come a
long way in the last two-
hundred years in our country,
but we have four critical areas
in our society today: drugs,
sex, violence and religious
hypocrisy. However, with
education, proper training and








David H. Hawley, 1102
Brook St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Doris A. Snow, 1006 Curtis,
Paris, Tn., Ronald Swain, 1311
Kirkwood Dr., Murray,
Horace H. Key, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Carlos Black Sr., Rt. 3, Box
226, Murray, Mrs. Freda G.
Summars, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Opal Jackson, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Raymond G.
Belcher, 100 S. 13th, Apt. 10,
Murray, Mrs. Temple L.
Scott, Box 55, Hazel, Mrs. Era
Farmer, 509 Elm St., Murray,
Mrs. Euma Knight, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Katy L. Miller,
Fern Terrace 1.4g., Murray.
Dinner For
Ochiltrees
On January 6, Mr. and Mrs.Miles Ochiltree were sur-prised with a dinner incelebration of their GoldenWedding Anniversary.
Friends of the couplegathered at the Colonial Housein Murray for dinner and abeautiful cake decorated inyellow roses and "Happy 50thAnniversary.- Hosting theaffair were Mr. anclAirs. J. W.Brockwell of Paris.
Joining in the happy oc-casion were Mr. and Mrs. BenOwen, Anissa and Susanne ofPuryear; Mr. and Mrs. JohnBrockwell, Jr. of Martin; Mr.and Mrs. Ellis Clayton andLila Kay, Mr. and Mrs. M. B.Collins, Mrs. Joe G. Boyd,Lyn, Beth and Joe Stace andAnn Brockwell all of Paris,and Eddie White of Buchanan.After dinner everyone wentto the Rex Owen home in
Puryear for the honoredcouple to open their lovelyarray of gifts. A gift was
received from Mrs. Fay Ellisand R. B. who were unable toattend.
Making color
Who' yips want a clime ofcolor la eyeshadow, trycrest/tog your owe ham theones us head Blue mad red,for example, make purple.Blue sad yellow producegreen.
Facial mews
Yogurt is being hailed as anideal source of protein for theskin. Next time you buy some— plain, that is — experimentwith a small amount spreadon your face.
Crisis &




meeting. Betty Lou Hill was
elected to represent the club in
Louisville at the winter board
meeting.
Mrs. Dottie Rogers was a
guest.
Other members present
were: Gussie Adams, Freda
Butterworth, Linda Carter,
Rebecca Churchill, Willina
Hall, Betty Jackson, Laura
Jennings, Lola McClain, Tot
McDaniel,Annie Nance, Katie
Outland, Rubye Pool, Ola Mae
Roberts, Opal Roberts, Larue
Spann, Mildred Stalls,Madelle Talent, Lucille
Thurman, Odelle Vance,
Bobbie Waters and Frances
Whitnell.
Silver Anniversary
Bro. and Mrs. Warren T. SykesBro. and Mrs. Warren T. Sykes of Puryear, Tenn., willcelebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on Saturday,January 24, from two to five p.m. with a reception at the FarmBureau Building, Paris, Tenn.
No formal invitations are being sent, but all friends andrelatives of the couple are invited to attend.The couple was married on January 27, 1951, in Corinth,Miss. Their attendants were Bro. and Mrs. Hallie Cook.Hosting the event will be the couple's son-in-law anddaughter, Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee of Murray Route One, theirson, Mitchell Sykes, the couple's parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. a.Key and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes, and a close friend of thefamily, Mrs. Joyce Cook.
Mr. 8 Mrs. Garland Observing
Their 40th Anniversary Today.
Mrs. W. J. Garland
of Kirksey Route One are
today observing their 40th
wedding anniversary. They
were married on this date in
1936 at Metropolis, Ill., and
have lived in the Kirksey
community all of their
married life.
The couple would enjoy
having friends and relatives
visit them at their home. Mr.
Garland, a retired farmer,
who was recently hospitalized
due to a heart attack is nowrecuperating at his home. Hisson, Fred M. Garland, hadalso suffered a light heartattack but is now doing well.
They have two daughters,Mrs. Mary Sue Hughes ofAshton, West Virginia, and
Mrs. Charlotte McClure ofMurray Route Two, and oneson, Fred of Kirksey RouteOne. They have five grand-children and three great
grandchildren.
Kern-Koleszar Vows
To Be Read In June
Mr. and Mrs. R. Bruce Kern
of West Hartford, Connecticut
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Janice Boyd
Kern, to John Koleszar III, son
of Commander and Mrs. John
Koleszar of Glassboro, New
Jersey.
Miss Kern received her B.A.from Culver-Stockton Collegein Canton, Missouri and her
M.L.S. and Ed.S. from George
Peabody College for Teachersin Nashville, Tennessee. Shewas chosen as an OutstandingYoung Woman of America for1975; is active in the First
Presbyterian Church,
American Association ofUniversity Women, WelcomeWagon Club, and is a memberof Sigma Tau Delta Frater-nity. She is employed as aninstructor in the Departmentof Library Science at Murray
State University.
Mr. Koleszar received hisB.M.E. and his MS. from
Rensselaer PolytechnicInstitute in Troy, New York.he is a member of AcaciaFraternity and was alieutenant in the Seabees(Civil Engineer Corps) in theU. S. Navy in Vietnam. He isemployed as an assistant tothe president of MagnetCorporation in Easthampton,Massachusetts.
The wedding will be June 26,1976 in West Hartford, Cori-necticut.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Anna Miller of Murray
Route Five has been
dismissed from the Western
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If you imagine the economy as a
bouncing ball, going up and down, say
economists for the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, it will help
you understand this paradox: This
year's Federal deficit of $74.1 billion
will be the largest in history despite the
rrnv Budget Control Act.
"The major variable in the Federal
budget is the economy and what is
happening at the moment," the
Chamber says. "What it boils down to is
that the budget is a victim of the
economy." -
Some economic factors that
frustrated Congressional efforts to hold
down this year's deficit were the tax
cuts and rebates voted to stimulate the
economy, the automatic rise in Social
Security benefits to keep up with living
costs, extraordinary outlays of $18
billion in unemployment insurance and
the fact that, due to inflation,
everything government buys costs
more.
Therefore, the thrust of government
policy must concentrate on important
issues of the day that shape govern-
ment spending policies. The new
Budget Control Act, implemented this
year for the first time, is helpful since it
places the budget in the context of the
overall economy.
Under the new act, Congress recently
committed itself to a spending ceiling of
$374.9 billion. Between now and June 30,
Congress can demonstrate, if it has the
will, that it can live by that ceiling. One
member can block any new spending
bill that breaches the ceiling: A simple
objection is for Congress to adopt a new
ceiling, which then requires agreement
of both Houses.
In other words, said a member of the
House the other day, the ceiling stands
"until Congress changes its mind."
Rep. Brock Adams (D-Wash.,
chairman of the House Budget Com-
mittee, corrected him: "Until Congress
adopts another concurrent resolution
changing the ceiling."
Rep. Adams then pointed out the
ceiling itself VMS adopted by a margin
of only two votes, 187 to 185.
"I think the Congress has pretty well
agreed where they want the ceiling,"
Rep. Adams added.





—Created automatic pay raises by
tying salaries of Congressmen to the
cost of living?
—Increased the annual stationery
allowance for members of Congress by
$1,250?
—Increased the Congressional
district office allowance by 42.8 per-
cent? -
—Increased the size of permissible
office staffs from 16 to 18?
Who...?
You know, and it's no fun going on.
All right, it was Congress.
Congressional Action, legislative
newsletter of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, reports
Rep. Alphonzo Bell (R-Calif.) reminded
his colleagues the other day of how "we
can act decisively when it comes to
feathering our own nest." He listed 12
10 Years Ago
Gary Boggess, math and chemistry
teacher at Murray High School, was
named "Outstanding Young Educator
for Calloway County" by the Murray
Jaycees.
Joe Pat Phillips, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Phillips of Murray Route Three,
is now serving aboard the Destroyer
Finch in the Vietnam area.
Plans are complete to erect a
monument in memory of Gene S.
Cathey in the Murray City Park.
Cathey spent much time with the young
people of Murray and Calloway County
in the field of sports until his untimely
death late last year.
Navy U. John T. Vinson is presently
enrolled at the U. S. Naval Post
Graduate School in Monterey, Calif.




e at the meeting
ty Agricultural
20 Years Ago
Winners in the FFA Tobacco Judging
Contest at Mayfield included Charles
Byers and Charles Tuft of Murray
Training School and Rob McCallon and
Larry Lyles of Kirksey.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hassle
Orr, Hazel, age 85, and 0. T. (Ottis)
Rayburn, Murray, age 56, both on
January 18, and Derwood Hood,
Detroit, Mich., age 51, January 16.
_ New officers of the WOW Junior Miss
Club are Norma D. Edwards, Nancy
Willoughby, Edwina Cain, Virginia
Gordon, Patricia Cole, Regina Black-
wood, Jane Hubbs, Norma Jean Curd,
Ann Charlton, and Linda Cope.
Good quality fat steers sold for $16 to
$18 this week, according to the ad for
Murray Livestock Company.
Pork chops are advertised at 49 cents
per pound in the ad for A & P this week.
such decisive actions as taken by
Congress in the last 24 months.
Rep. Bell also reported that the cost
to the average American taxpayer of
maintaining each member of Congress
has risen during the last two years from
$376,505 to $488,505, or approximately 30
percent.
Entrepreneurs
If you think of the entrepreneur as a
swinger flyinuround in his private jet,
pulling off 1)4 merger deals, think
again.
A new study tells you how you can
identify the entrepreneur. These are
leading characteristics:
—Re actively seeks out opportunities
to do new things.
—He states his objectives in amounts
that can be measured.
—He takes moderate risks.
—He does the homework needed to
find new opportunities and to reuce
the risks in seizing them.
—He takes personal responsibility for
getting results.
Gerald F. Smyth, executive director
of programs for smaller business of the
Irish Management Institute, is the
author of the study.
According to Nation's Business,
published by the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, Mr. Smyth
also corrects a misconception on the
size of U. S. business. Approximately 90
percent of U. S. firms have fewer than
100 employees.
Actually, says Mr. Smyth, the en-
trepreneur is the smart businessman
who provides the goods and services
giant corporations are too big to
provide efficiently. He fills a need.
Funny
Funny World
A woman hi Helena, Montana, told her
auto mechanic that she wanted a rattle in
the car fixed. He expalined he was too busy
with big jobs to handle little squeaks. She
asked what he could suggest. He advised,
"Play your radio louder."
SIGNS, BUMPER STICKERS, GRAF-FM
Notice on dooof reducing clinic:
THINNER SAN
A flower shop in Dublin: Send Some
Flowers to the Woman You Love — and
While You're at it, Don't Forget Your
Wife.
Bumper sticker on a Chevy In albany, N.
Y.: CAUTION, KEEP BACK I DRIVE
LIKE YOUR WIFE.
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Garrott's Galley
Looking Like Someone Else
Can Cause Complications
By M. C. Garrott
In the past, this column has tried to
call your attention to several of our
local people and how much they
resemble nationally-known per-
sonalities in the entertainment world or
the polities' arena.
These two, however, are right here in
Murray: John Dale, minister of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ,
and Tommy Walker of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Tommy, who grew up in Memphis,
hadn't been in Murray long, nor had he
met John Dale, when one day he was
stopped on the street by a fellow who
lives out from town a ways. "Say,
whatya gonna preach on Sunday?" the
fellow called out.
Somewhat taken aback, Tommy
answered, "Whatya mean, What am I
gonna preach on?"
"Aw, come on, John Dale," the fellow
came back. "Quit kidding. What are
you gonna tell us Sunday?" He wailed
away soon afterwards still believing he
had been talking with the Church of
Christ minister.
"I never did convince him I wasn't
whom he thought I was," Tommy
recalls. "And if I had known with whom
he had me confused, I would have giVen
him a piece of good old Baptist doc-
trine."
+++++
John Dale has had his moments, too.
He loves to tell about the time he was
visiting some of his flock who were in
the local hospital.
As he walked in, an elderly lady said
to him, "You can't visit here!" "Why
not?" a startled John replied.
"Because you're an undertaker!" she
snapped. "And, undertakers just don't
visit in hospitals! That's why!"
+++++
On -another occasion, Marilyn,
Tommy's wife, received a telephone
call from a very proper and polite lady
who informed her that she had just sees
Tommy with another woman.
"I sal It with my- 'oven eyes," the
caller sant, "He was with a tall, brown-
(
haired woman in ,a car on Poplar Street,
and they headed down Seventh Street."
"Thank you for calling," Marilyn
sweetly replied, "but that is perfectly
all right. The man you saw was John
Dale, the Church of Christ minister,
and he is married to that 'tall, brown-
haired girl.' Her name is Marsha."
+++++
Tommy and John have become close
friends. In fact, John, at one time,
seriously considered becoming a
funeral director after working in an
Oklahoma City funeral home while he
was in school. He spends part of his
time visiting with Tommy and the
others at the funeral home, where he
also officiates at "too many" funerals.
The two of them get a big kick out of
some of the situations they create'
because of their resemblance. It is only
natural to expect some complications
when you have a Baptist undertaker
and a Church of Christ minister in the
same community who look so much
alike.
+++++
And, while you're at it, you might add
to your list of local lookalikes Dr. Bill
Whitaker, the new pastor of. the First
Baptist Church here in Murray, and Dr.
Bob McGaughey, chairman of the
Department of Journalism, Radio and
Television at Murray State University.
+++++
I picked this up somewhere. A
housewik one day answered the
doorbell to find a little girl and boy of
about five on the porch. They were
dressed in adult finery.
"I am Mrs. Smith," said the little
girl, "and this is my husband, Mr.
Smith."
Deciding to play along with them, the
lady asked the little folk in for tea. They
accepted the invitation, sat down in the
living room, and she went to the kitchen
to get some cookies and milk. When she
came back, the children were leaving.
"Can't you stay?" the kind lady
asked.
"No, mam, we can't thank you," the
little girl replied politely. Mr. Smith has
just wet his pants."
Your Senator
Reports




One of the most controversial pieces
of proposed legislation facing the
General Assembly is one which would
require lobbyists to wear an iden-
tification badge and file a detailed
report of all expenditures.
At present, all newsmen are required
to wear a prominent red "l;ress"
badge. In this way, legislators
( especially freshmen) can readily
identify a reporter. It would be even
more useful to identify lobbyists just as
quickly. When the Senate adjourns each
afternoon, the hallway outside the
chamber is crowded with people, most
of them paid lobbyists, and many of
whom neglect to identify the
organization with whom they are af-
filiated.
While most lobbyists, who are there
to try to promote or oppose one or more
pieces of legislation, serve a useful
purpose, there are those who misuse
their status. During the 1974 General
Assembly lobbyists spent over $250,000.
How was this money spent? There is a
weak state law in effect requiring
lobbyists to register and file a general
report within 30 days after the session.
This report requires only the amount
spent without a detailed, itemized
accounting.
Make no mistake about it—lobbyists
perform an important role in assisting
legislators by explaining the viewpoint
of groups, organizations and consumer
interests. An ethical lobbyist usually is
quite knowledgeable in his or her field.
In my case, I am not a pharmacist, a
farmer, a retail merchant, an educator,
a banker, or a hospital administrator. I
am schooled only in law and I need
Input and expert information with
respect to the needs of various interests
if I am going to cast an intelligent vote
and I will listen intently to an ethical
lobbyist.
The names of registered lobbyists are
printed in the Legislative Record, but
many legislators, especially freshmen,
are unable to connect the name with
one of the many faces in the crowd.
A bill that would have required
lobbyists to wear name tags was killed
in 1974 after they complained that such
a measure was an infringement on their
freedom of speech. Tommyrot F,thical
lobbyists should have no qualms about
identifying themselves.
Furthermore, they should be made to
account for every cent expended on
behalf of their employer. They argue
that this would be a cumbersome and
_burdensome task, but in my opinion the
argument is without substance.
It is by now apparent to you that I
plan to vote in favor of the bill. If you
disagree, you may reach me by writing
me in care of the State Capitol, Frank-
fort, Kentucky, 40601, or at Route 7,
Mayfield. The State Senate phone
number is 1-564-3805. If you phone the
latter number, a page will deliver the
phone message to me in the chamber
and I will return your call later in the
day.
Again, I urge you to contact me about
any pending legislation. If you fail to do
so, don't complain about lack of input
with your elected officials. In other
words, don't cuss me in April unless you
have "dis-cussed" with me during the
session.
Next week The Bail Bond Issue.
First Of A Seri-_ 
CPASociety Scouts income
Tax Breaks On 1975 Returns
( EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of
a series of five articles on 1975 Federal
Income Tax Returns offered by The
Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accountants.)
How can you hold down your income
tax bill this year?
The same way you can, and should,
do it every year: make full use of the
four basic tools for reducing the income
subject to taxes, for lowering the rate at
which the tax is levied, and in some
cases for having part of the tax
forgiven. The four are: adjustments,
deductions, exemptions, and tax
credits.
Adjustments, such as sick pay and
moving expenses, are attractive
because they reduce gross income,
leaving "adjusted gross income," a
much smaller target for the tax
collector to aim at.
Deductions ( for taxes and interest
paid, contributions, medical costs, etc.)
are nice, too: they, and the exemptions
we get for ourselves and our depen-
dents, reduce adjusted gross income
still further—to "taxable income."
But tax credits (on low incomes, new
home purchases, retirement income,
political contributions, etc.) are best of
all, because they can be deducted,
dollar for dollar, from the taxes owed.
In subsequent articles, each of these
four basic tax-reducing devices will be
taken up in some detail, to help readers
avoid paying a penny more in taxes
than is required.
In the meantime, what new tax-
saving opportunities are available this
year? The big changes over the 1974 tax
picture are:
—I,f you use the standard deduction
instead of itemizing, you can now
deduct 16 per cent of adjusted gross
income, with a maximum of $2,300 for
single persons, and $2,600 for couples
filing joint returns or surviving
spouses. For a married person filing a
separate return the maximum is $1,300.
Letter To The Editor 
77- On Laws And
Dear Editor:
Your "Low Down" from the
Congressional Record, by Joe Crump,
quotes Senator George McGovern
favoring a national guaranteed
minimum income. Sen. McGovern
placed in the Record an editorial from
the Rapid City Journal. The ideas are
"similar to the very one I raised in
1972," said the Senator.
This is not a criticism of the Senator.
Milton Freidman, considered at least
by the liberals to be a "conservative,"
has long espoused a negative income
tax. People of many shades of opinion
and party affiliation have agreed.
What is the magic of this idea? It
seems that the magic consists of a
presumption that a "simple cash
grant" would, indeed be simple.
Presumably the Internal Revenue
Service would become our Department
of Public Welfare, in effect. But, the
editorial states, "How much better it
would be to substitute a simple cash
grant, based on need, measured by
income and payable only to those who
meet a strong payable work
requirement if they are able to work."
This last quotation, then, brings us to
the basics. Who is to decide the
"need"? Who is to measure the income,
exactly? Who is to decide whether the
effort to find work is acceptable?
The whole point is, those hard
decisions of "Yes," "No," and "proper
amount," must be made by whatever
agency administers programs, and by
whatever name they currently go.
Someone, somewhere, must have the
—There's also a new minimum
standard deduction of $1,600 for singles,
$1,900 for married couples, but you
don't have to compute it because it's
built into the tax tables.
—The level of gross income below
which you don't eyen have to file a tax
return has been raised to $2,350 for
singles, $3,400 for joint 'filers, $2,650 for
a surviving spouse and $750 if married
and filing separately.
—Because of efforts 'last summer to
stimulate the lagging economy, all
taxpayers, regardless of their tax bill,
can subtract $30 from what they owe,
plus another $30 for each dependent.
—Qualified low income taxpayers,
with adjusted gross income under
$8,000, get a credit of 10 per cent of
earned income, up to a maximum
credit of $400 on $4,000 of earned in-
come. They lose the credit at the same
10 per cent rate as their income rises
above $4,000 so the credit is lost when
income hits $8,000. If the credit exceeds
taxes owed, the excess is paid to the
taxpayer like a refund. To qualify, you
must have maintained a household in
this country with at least one dependent
child.
—If, in order to hold a job, you had to
pay for the care of a dependent who is
under 15 or disabled or your spouse, you
may be able to claim up to $4,800 a year
of such expenses, if your combined
incomes did not exceed $18,000.
—If you bought a new home in 1975,
under certain conditions, you may be
eligible for a tax credit of 5 per cent of
the purchase price, up to $2,000.
—If you sold a home, you have 18
months, rather than 12, to defer any
capital gain tax by reinvesting in
another home costing at least as much.
( You have 24 months if you build a new
home as the replacement.)
In the second article in this series,
we'll take up tax adjustments that can
save money for most taxpayers.
Welfarrnt g:!iN
guts, the intelligence, and the integrity
to make these decisions. And these
decisions are, in effect, playing God •
with the lives of people.
Changing a method or changing to a •
different agency, will not root out our
difficulties unless administration is . .
tight and Congressional oversight is in .
fact proper oversight. We Americans
seemingly believe that if we bellyaebp .
and whine enough, we can get a 1111W •
law; then, with a new law we can curl •
up in our little grooves and be content a •
while. Then, lo and behold, we find that
there was no magic in, simply, another
law.
It is very probably correct that the
only way we can get good welfare, or
assistance, or "grants legally due" our
people, by whatever name, handled
properly is to get the Congress off its
lead bottom, and get some loopholes
closed and some oversight effected. Or
is it, rather, the Congressional desire to





And he spake his parable unto
certain which trusted in
themselves that they were
righteous, and despised others.
Luke 18:9.
Because of your own sin,





hrhospital parent care of
children is proving to be feasible
and effective
Children's Mercy Hospital in
Kansas City. Misioun. has a
parent-care unit for children
who need hospitalization but
whose ilineses do not require
acute. special care services
Thew services are then freed for
the more striates cams in other
sedge* of the hospital.
Parents remain around-the-
clock and lore after their child
mist as if he were at home,
bathing, dreseing. administering
medication wider staff supervi-
sion. helping to lessen the strew
upon the child. taking h* tem-
perature, pulse and respiration.
The parents get additional
sipport, if needed, by telephon-
ing adjoining parts of the hospi-
tal or by prefixing a serif* of call.
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
buttons to various kinds of help,
if necessary Calls are given
prompt attention, thus reassur-
ing an anxious parent if some-
thing unusual arises
Meats and toilet facilities are
furnished to the parents They
may sleepin a wide bed with the
child.
The coed itiCh parent-hospi-
tal care is about half that of
acute care of more demanding
cases This snare of saving can
he substantial if a child is hospi-
talised for an extended peeled.
Lees profesaional care is re-
quired reducing this expense.
Third-party carriers pay for
such hoepitalization.
The availability of the parents
allows ample time for the physi-
cian and nirses to advise the
parents fully about management
in the hospital and care after
leaving it. Spch hospital stays
are educational for the parents,
as well as the child, who may
feel more "at home" in the hospi-
tal when supported by his
parents
Q Mrs. T H is troubled with a
few coarse hairs on her face
above her upper hp, her chin
and her breasts. She would like
suggaitiom about getting ncl of
sirh hairs
* As we age, hair dietributien
may occur %Wei results such as
you describe. While shaving,
tweezing or using a depilatory
give* temporary relief,
electrolysis, when properly done
by a trained and experienced
person. gives permanent relief
with minimal war formation
BLASINGAME
For partial relief, bleaching will
make dark hair less visible an
your face. No medication (taken
internally) is effective in remov-
ing or preventing such hair
growths
Q. Miss 0.V wants to know the
nutritional benefits from drink-
ing orange juice.
A: All citrus fruits are rich in
vitamin C. This vitamin cannot
he stored in the body and has to
be replaced on a regular Osla
Citrus juice can serve a a
source for replacement and As
also rich in potassium Orange
J uice contains considerable,
sugar (about 20 per cent). ?he
taste is almost universal* 001**
lar, and only a few persons are
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Indiana, with a pair of
convincing Big Ten victories,
maintained its stranglehold on
the No. 1 spot and up-and-
downagain Wake Forest went
down again in The Associated
Press major college
basketball poll released today.
Indiana whipped Michigan
State 69-57 and then clobbered
Illinois 83-55 last week, and a
— nationwide panel of -sports
writers and broadcasters
responded by naming the
Hoosiers first on 62 of 63
ballots cast. Indiana, now 14-0
and only one of three un-
defeated teams in the Top 20,
polled 1.258 points.
The next three spots
remained the same.
Maryland, 13-1, was second
with 1,033 points, Marquette,
11-1, third with 952 and
Nevada-Las Vegas, 18-0,
fourth with 816.
Wake Forest, which held the
No. 5 spot last week, shot into
the poll three weeks ago with
stunning upsets of North
Carolina and North Carolina
State in the Big Four Classic,
only to lose stature the
following week with a loss to
Virginia. And last week, the
11-3 Deacons lost a pair to
Clemson and North Carolina,
dropping all the way to 14th.
Moving into the fifth spot
was North Carolina, seventh
last week. The 12-2 Tar Heels
got 592 points after Atlantic
Coast Conference victories
over Wake Forest 99-74 and
Duke 89-87.
UCLA, 13-2, moved from
eighth to sixth with victories
over Stanford and California.
The defending national
champion Bruins, after being
surprised by Oregon State the
week before, regained enough
stature to poll 576 points.




Host Murray Middle School
split a pair of girls' games
Monday with Southwest
Calloway.
In the seventh grade game,
the Tigers romped to an easy
46-4 win while in the eighth
grade contest, Southwest
salvaged a little pride by
edging the Tigers 16-13.
Murray led 14-0 at the end of
the first period in the seventh
grade girls' game and 22-0 at
Intermission.
Tonya Alexander led the
scoring attack for Murray
Middle with 12 points while
Natalie Garfield tossed in 10.
Murray was in control of the
eighth grade game for the first
two periods. But in the third
frame, Southwest outscored
Murray 6-0 and that turned
around the contest. Both
teams scored four points in the
final period.
Paschall was the only
player to hit twin figures as
she tossed in 10 points for
Southwest.
Seventh Grade
Southwest 0 0 2 2-4
Murray 14 8 14 10--46
Southwest (4)—S. Miller 2,
Smith 2, Calhoun, Porter and
Deering.
Murray 1461—Alexander 12,
Garfield 10, Morgan 8,
Jackson 8, Hina 2, Campbell 2,
Burkeen 2, Washer 2, and
Spann.
Eighth Grade
Southwest 2 4 6 4-16
Murray 7 2 0 4-13
Southwest ( 16 )—Paschall
10, Dick 2, M. Miller 4, Carson
and McBride.
Murray ( 13)—Sinunons 5,
K. Outland 2, Grasty 2, Russell
2, Lindsey, Burke, English
and two points credited to








defeated team at 13-0, climbed
from 10th to seventh by
beating Columbia 94-65 and
Bucknell 105-82. The Scarlet
Knights got 541 points from
pollsters.
Eighth was Washington,
which slipped from sixth last
week after a 72-70 loss to
Oregon State. The Huskies, 14-
1, got 516 points. They were
followed by St. John's, 13-1,
with 505 points, and Ten-
-nessee,- 12-2, with 302. St.
John's had been 12th the week
before but beat Hawaii 74-71 in
overtime and Villanova 57-53.
Tennessee slipped one notch
from ninth after a tough SEC
loss to Vanderbilt.
North Carolina State, 12-2,
which dipped to 13th last
week, lost 87-69 to Maryland
last week but the Wolf pack
redeemed itself with a
thrilling 68-67 upset of rival
North Carolina Sunday to
move up to 11th with 292
points.
Alabama, 11-2, fell from 11th
to 12th this week after losing
71-70 to Florida. Oregon State,
11-4, climbed all the way from
17th to 13th with that victory
over Washington. Wake
Forest was 14th and Notre
Dame, 9-3, was 15th.
Alabama got 252 points,
Oregon State 207, Wake Forest
164 and the Irish 163. Notre
Dame had been 15th the
previous week also.
Rounding out the Top 20
were No. 16 Cincinnati, 13-2,
14th last week, 160 points; No.
17 Michigan, 11-3, 16th last
week, 106; No. 18 Missouri, 13-
2, 20th last week, 74; West
Texas State, 12-1, again 19th,
45, and newcomer Virginia
Tech, 12-2, 18 points.
Leads Tourney
ORLANDO, Fla. ( AP) —
Jerry Moody of San Antonio,
Tex., took a one-stroke lead
into today's second round of
the 54-hole, $9,450 West
Orange Open of the Florida
PGA winter tour.
Moody shot a six-under-par
65 Monday to grab the first
round lead, one stroke ahead
of Mark Alwin of Clearwater,
Fla.
Dave Philo of Lake Placid,
N.Y., Mike Ford of New City,
N.Y., and Gary Gant of
Indianapolis were ziclose
behind at 67.
At 68 were Dick Mast of
Ulna, Ohio, and John Trub of
Lexington, Mich.
...-•••1.1....•••••••••••
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Britt Sparks Western
To Victory Over Tech
isy MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
, LOUISVILLE, .Ky. ( AP) —
It's nice to have a fellow like
Johnny Britt around,
especially if your league-
leading teams needs an of-
fensive spark.
Britt provided lethargic
Western Kentucky with just
such a spark in the second half
Monday, scoring six points
during a 14-2 run that started
the Hilltoppers to an 88-69 Ohio
Valley Conference win over
Tennessee Tech.
The win kept Western un-
beaten in the OVC with a 3-0
record, allowing the Toppers
to keep pace with Austin Peay,
also 3-0 after a 76-59 win over
Eastern Kentucky.
In other Kentucky action
Monday, Morehead downed
Murray 83-75 in an OVC game;
Kentucky State drilled Union
81-48 and Cumberland nipped
Tennessee Wesleyan 88-87.
Western Kentucky, 9-4,
trailed Tech 41-31 late in the
first half, but a Britt basket
finally put the Hilltoppers
ahead for good at 45-43 with
17:23 left in the game. The
margin • gradually widened
until Gary Gregory made it 88-
68 with a pair of free throws
just before the end.
Britt finished with 21 points
and Wilson James added 19,
while Tom Schmidt had 24 and
Frank Jones 23 for Tech.
Otis Howard scored 24
points and Charlie Fishback
added 19 as Austin Peay rolled
past Eastern. The Governors
led 31-24 at halftime and
pulled away in the second half.
Darryl Davis had 13 and
Darryl Young 12 for Eastern,
1-2 in the OVC and 4-8 overall.
' Lewis Linder scored 18
points as Kentucky State
romped to an easy win over
Union. The Thorobreds
jumped to a 14-2 lead and were
never threatened.
Middle School Tigers
Lose Pair With Heath
Murray Middle School was
involved in a couple of ex-
citing games at Heath Monday
night.
But as far as Coach Lee
Hook is concerned, it would
probably have been better just
to skip the excitement and
trade it for a pair of wins.
Instead, Murray wound up on
the short end in both of the
boy's contests.
In the seventh grade game,
Murray roared back in the
fourth period to outscore
Heath 9-5 and force the game
into an extra period. Darwin
Bumphis, who didn't come
into the game until late in the
fourth quarter, hit a long shot
at the buzzer to keep Murray
from being beaten in
regulation play.
Both teams scored six points
in the first overtime, then in
the second extra period, Heath
ripped off six quick points and
it was an uphill struggle the
rest of the way as Mnrray fell
60-39.
Schanbacher and Bumphis
paced the scoring attack for
Murray with 12 and 10 points
respectively in outstanding
efforts. All five of Bumphis'
field goals came from the 20
feet and beyond.
In the rebounding depart-
ment, Greg Schanbacher
pulled off 10 while Howie
Crittenden had eight. Todd
Bradshaw played an out-
standing defensive game.
Heath's seventh grade team
is now 8-0 while Murray falls
to 6-4.
"We missed too many short,
wide-open shots in the game,"
Coach Hook said.
"We also had a bad night at
the foul line. We hit only three
of 11 attempts," he added.
In the eighth grade game,
which Murray lost 33-30, the
Tigers fell behind 12-4 at the
end of the first period and had
to battle from behind the rest
of the night.
At intermission, Heath led
18-10 and the Pirates carried a
24-19 lead into the final period.
"We tied the score at 26 late
In the game but we had to foul
to get the ball back and they
were able to hit their free
throws," Hook said.
,"We lost it in the first half.
We weren't blocking out well
on the boards and they were
getting a lot of putbacks. On
one occasion early in the
game, they had six con-
secutive shots at the basket.
"We got in foul trouble too,
which is very rare for us,"
Hook added.
Bob Daniel, who scored
many. .of his points • on 
breaks, paced the Tiger attack
with 12 points while Nicky
Swift added 11. In the rebound
department, Swift had 15
rebounds and Nick Hibbard
13.
The eighth grade Tigers are
now 7-3 on the season and wilF
play at home Thut sday. •
against Fulton 'City. The
preliminary game will feature




Murray 5 8 6 9 6 2--39
Heath 6 7 10 5 6 6-40
Murray ( 39) — Bumphis 10,
Crittenden 6, Ray 4, Klein 2,
Schanbacher 12, Sims 3 and
13radshaw 2.
Heath (40) Wright 14,
Loyd 2, Fletcher 18, Warlord
2, Lankin 3 and Alvey 1.
Eighth Grade
Murray 4 6 9 11-30
Heath 1266 9-33
Murray ( 30) — Hibbard 2,
Daniel 12, Swift 11, Rollins 5,
Garland, B. Wells and Bogard. •
Heath ( 33) — Skinner 9.
Bowen 2, Long 9, Wright 6 and
Antis 7.
Take the Family and Go Saving at
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Vols In Another Free "Meow Scandal?
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach Bob Davis of Auburn
believes he had caught
Tennessee in another free
throw caper.
"It's a slick group," Davis
said Monday night after the
- 10th-ranked Vols trimmed his
----Angers 83-78 in a Southeastern
Conference basketball
-showdown at Knoxville.
"They know how to sub-
stitute free throw shooters
real well," Davis said.
The outspoken Auburn
coach was talking about an
injury replacement Tennessee
made with 2:55 remaining and
the Vols leading 73-66. Fresh-
man Johnny Darden was
fouled, but came up limping
and was removed from the
game. Senior Austin Clark
came off the bench to sink
.both ends of the one-and-one
situation.
Davis became curious about
it when Darden returned to the
game with 2.:00 remaining.
The Vol trainer had taken
Darden into a hallway to seeif
he could run. Darden returned
to the bench shortly to a
thunderous roar from the Vol
crowd and then went back in
the game.
Coach Jo Hall of Kentucky
earlier accused Tennessee of
substituting free throw
shooters-sending All-SEC
forward Ernie Grunfeld to the
line twice when other Vols had
been fouled. Gnmfeld con-
verted four free throws during
the two trips in a Jan. 10 game
won by Tennessee 90-88 in
overtime.
The defeat knocked Auburn
out of a share of the con-
ference lead with 12th-ranked
Alabama, which crushed
Mississippi 6441. In other SEC
action Monday night, Georgia
I DON'T WANT IT - ittekle Jo Meads (23) ef the Roars
seems to he saying she doesn't waist the hid as she seiekly
passes it out of the corner. The Itecer wanes were &festal
by Western Kentucky 45-33 Wedgy.
(SNP Motes br Breolee)
MSU Women Lose
To Tough Hilltoppers
Playing one of their worst
games of the season against
one of the best teams they've
played, the Murray State
women's basketball team fell
45-33 to Western Kentucky
Monday night in the Sports
Arena.
Murray shot 72 times in the
game and hit only 15 for a
miserable .208 from the field.
The Racers had 25 turnovers
and in the rebounding
department, had only a 42,41
edge against the much-
smaller Hilltoppers.
Western, one of the top
women's teams in the state,
led for most of the first half
before the Racers finally went
ahead with about six minutes
left. Murray held its lead all
the way up until early in the
second half. At halftime, the
Racers led 19-17.
But early in the second half,
Murray hit a long, dry streak
and shot after shot rolled off
the rim. Meanwhile, the.quick
Hilltoppers eventually wore
down the Racers with their
rugged defense.
Sindy Macovik, in perhaps
her worst game of the season,
had 11 points to pace the at-
tack and also had 13 rebounds.
But from the field, she hit just
five of 27 shots. She had been
hitting at a .495 pace from the
field, coming into the contest
with the 'Toppers.
Cindy Leimbach and
Jackie Jo Mounts each had
nine rebounds. Besides
Macovik, nobody reached the
Close To Trade
TORONTO (AP) - The
Globe and Mail says the
Detroit Red Wings are close to
sending right winger Mickey
Redmond to either the Toronto
Maple Leafs or the Boston
Bruins in a National Hockey
League trade.
The newspaper quotes
player agent Alan Eagleson as-
saying Redmond may go to
the Bruins for Ken Hodge, a
former 50-goal scorer with the
Bruins who has seen limited
service this year.
Eagleson said the Leafs
might offer defenseman Brian
Glennie, forward Blaine
Stoughton and goalie Doug
Favell. Redmond has asked to
he traded, Eagleson said.
double digits in the scoring
department.
Western had a perfect night
from the charity stripe, hitting
nine of nine.
The Lady Racers meet
Morehead this Saturday in a
game to be played at Eastern
Kentucky. Murray will carry
a 6-4 record into the contest.
Western 15 30-45
Murray 17 16-33
Western ( 33 )-Penny,
Chapman 4, Kardenlrock 17,
Lane 10, Doellman 12 and
Condit 2.
Murray( 3 3 )-Jones 5,
Macovik 11, Leimbach 7,






By The Associated Press
EAST
Detroit 85, Iona 81
Duquesne 91, Dayton 67
Niagara 70, St. Peter's 64
Northeastern 72, New Hemp
shire 71
Pet% St 88, Gettysburg 54
Rhode Island 85, Boston U 72
St. Bonaventure 101, DePaul
82
Tufts 77, Rochester 68
SOUTH
Alabama 64, Mississippi 41
Austin Peay 76, E Kentucky
59
Centenary $4, NW La. 82
Central St 65, West Virginia
St 62
Duke 79, Virginia Tech 71
Georgia 87, Florida 79
Kentucky St 81, Union 48
Louisville 56, Wichita St S2
Mercer 80, S Caro St 78, OT
Miss: St 90, LSU 83
Tennessee $3, Auburn 78
Tenn, St 62, Tenn-Chat-
tanooga 59
,Tennessee Tech 69, W Ken.
tucky $8
Virginia 80, William & Mary
60
MIDWEST
indlana 71, Purdue 67
Marquette 82, Xavier, Ohio 48
Minnesota 96, Wisconsin 84
Nebraska-Omaha 110, Doane
ea
Northwestern 99, Iowa 92, OT
Ohio St 64, Illinois 63
Oral Roberts 107, MacMurreY
72
S Carolina 66, St. Louis 62
SOUTHWEST
Abilene Christian 76, SUT Ross
74
Arkansas St $6, Pan Ameri
can 72
Texas Arlington 95, Texas
ALI 86
TCU 103, Rice 87
FAR WEST
Montana 94, Nordin Sf7fThons
77
Wyoming 77, Denver 73
dumped Florida 87-79 and
Mississippi State beat
Louisiana State 9043. Ken-
tucky and Vanderbilt were
idle.
Davis was just getting
warmed up vn the free throw i
ue, and he also blasted Ten-
nessee's other all-conference
star, Bernard King, calling
him a cheap shot Artist.
"Everybody will lose at
Tennessee," Davis said. "For
some reason they shoot 30 or
40 free throws here. The
referees protect their stars.
But they got to go on the road,
too."
Auburn outshot Tennessee
33-26 from the field but
couldn't overcome the Vols'
blistering 31 of 37 free throw
pace.
King had 29 points and 10
rebounds to spark the Vol
victory, but Davis said the
officials let King "agitate all
night. They won't call fouls on
him for cheap shots. He's got
no class. There's no reason for
all those elbows he throws."
Davis suggested that Vol
Coach Ray Mears "ought to
get it stopped. King took cheap
shots at anybody who walked
past. He'll do that to the wrong
guy one of these days and get
hurt. I guess he knows he's got
to go away from home."
King denied Davis' cheap
shot allegation, saying, "I go
believe I had myself under
control at all times. I don't
believe I'm guilty of any
cheap shots. Coach Davis
teaches his players to be
physical. It's just part of the
game. More
"1 expected a physical
game, but not that physical,"
Mears said. "We were figting
for our lives at the end."
The rough and tumble game
almost produced a melee near
the etil when Auburn's Myles
Patric ii tackled Mike Johnson
on a - Iayup attempt, sending
both sprawling into the end
zone area. Fans poured out




sinking 16 of 30 floor shots,
mostly from long range, was
the leading scorer with 39
points.
The victory lifted Tennessee
into second place at 4-1, one-
half game behind Alabama, 5-
1. Auburn fell to 4-2, -
Ole Miss attempted to stop
the Crimson Tide with
slowdown tactics. But it didn't
work. Leon Douglas led Barns
scoring with 17 points.
"I can't blame Coach Cob
Jarvis for slowing it down,"
said Tide Coach C. M. Newton.
"They came in here to win, not
just to stay close. I enjoy a
game like this. It took an
excellent defensive team to
play like Alabama did
tonight."
Georgia hit a sizzling 65 per
cent in the second half to end
its four-game conference
losing streak. Walter Daniels
had 24 points and Jacky
Dorsey 21, wille Mike
Lederman had 25 for the
Gators.
"I have never been in
Russia, but I think I know
what a famine is," said Coach
John Guthrie of Georgia. "We
needed a win despterately."
Coach John Lots of Florida
said, "I told my team that
they had to respect Georgia's
talent. I blew they were due to
explode sometime."
Freshman Gary Hooker hit
14 of 21 floor shots and scored
31 points in State's triumph





Why should I care?
Not many people give any thought to
the fact that one auto company is
outselling another. But that doesn't mean
it isn't worth thinking about.
After all, Datsun outsold all other
imports in 1975 for some good reasons.
Probably the most important is the way
Datsuns stretch gas.
But there's more to it than that. Let's
look at Datsun's strong points:
Choice of Models.
At a Datsun Dealer you can select from
an entire economy car pool, wading right
through hardtops and hatchbacks, stylish
sedans and our legendary Z-Car. Wagons,
too. Fourteen models in all, including
America's #1 selling small pickup,
Datsun's Li'l Hustler.
Gas Mileage.
While other cars are learning, their fuel
keeps burning. Datsuns knew how to pass
up a gas pump a long time ago, and we
keep getting better. Right now, our
champion gas squeezer, the B-210,
gets an amazing 41 MPG on the
highway and 29 MPG in the city.
(EPA mileage estimate. Manual
transmission. Your mileage may be 
more or less depending on the condition
of your car and how you drive.)
Parts and Service.
Datsun takes care of its own. You can
count on a dealer network with nearly
4,000 factory-trained service technicians,
and a nationwide, computer-connected
parts system. Your Datsun Dealer's very
big on small car experience, too.
Value and Durability.
Datsun puts 'em together to stay
together-with 43 years experience
building today's size cars. Quality features
like unibody construction, crankshafts
with five main bearings and all-vinyl
upholstery mean a Datsun not only saves,
it survives.
The whole point is that we want you to
know we're number one, but not to do a
number on you. Datsun outsells other
imports for good reasons: economy,
durability, a wide selection of models and
a fine dealer network. If you're in the
market for a car, it's something you ought
to care about. A lot.
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TOUGH LUCK HEREOF — Freshman scoring sensaiton Herbie Stamper of Morehead didn't have
much success Monday against Vic Jordan (15) of the Racers. Stamper hit just six of 15 field goal
attempts and scored 12 points. Watching for Murray are Grover Woolard (10) and Jeff Hughes
(34).
NEW YORK ( AP) — New
York forward Julius Erving,
the league's scoring leader,
and Kentucky center Artis
Gilmore, the top rebounder,
were unanimous choices for
the American Basketball
Association All-Star team
which will face the Denver
Nuggets Jan. 27 at Denver, it
was announced today.
Erving and Gilmore will be
joined in the starting lineup by
forward Billy Knight of
Indiana and guards James
Silas of San Antonio and Brian
Taylor of New York.
The starting lineup and four
other players — forward
Marvin Barnes of St. Louis,
center Billy Paultz of San
Antonio and guards Ron
Boone of St. Louis and George
Gervin of San Antonio — were
selected to the team by sports
writers and broadcasters in
each of the league's seven
franchise cities.
The other three spots on the
12-man team originally were
awarded to David Thompson,
Bobby Jones and Ralph
Simpson of the first-place
Nuggets. The coaches
replaced them on the All-Star
team with forwardcenter
Maurice Lucas of Kentucky,
forward Larry Kenon of San
Antonio and guard Don Buse
of Indiana.
With the league reduced
from 10 to seven teams and
from two divisions to one this
season, it was decided to
match the firstplaceteáth
against the best players from
among the other teams in the
ABA in the All-Star game.
The All-Stars will be
coached by Kevin Loughery of
New York. Loughery, the
winning coach in last year's
All-Star game, earned the
honor this time by having the
Nets in second place as of
Sunday.
Erving, averaging 29.6
points per game, will be
playing in his fifth consecutive
All-Star game. The 7-foot-2
Gilmore, the Most Valuable
Player in the 1974 All-Star
game and the MVP in last
season's playoffs, is leading
the league in rebounding with
a 16.3 average.
Knight is the No. 2 scorer in
the league with a 25.5 average,
despite missing a month with
a broken hand. This will be his
first All-Star game. Silas, also
a first-time All-Star starter,
Today's drugs hare become so complex that it is
often neeemary to tell or caution you more about your
prescription than is possible to put on the label.
Certain foods that should not be eaten, other drugs
that should not be taken at the same time, how long
the medicine will retain its potency. These are nest a
few of the many things we might have to explain.
We are always reviewing new data that we receive
about the many drugs we stock. It is our professional
responsibility to be sure that you have the proper
information.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service-Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week







(Stuff Plwitos by Mae Brandon)
was a reserve last year and
set a record by hitting 11
consecutive free throws.
Taylor will be the third All-
Star making his first starting
appearance. He came off the
bench last season and scored
21 points. Barnes, last
season's Rookie of the Year,
scored 16 points as a starter in
the 1975 All-Star game.
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
Monte Clark, named the new
head coach of the San
Francisco 49ers last week, will
meet the press here Wed-
nesday, the National Football
League team announced.
Clark, a onetime 99ers
player, was in Florida when
team president Lou Spadia
named him as the successor to
Dick Nolan, fired after the
1976 season. Clark was on the
staff of the Miami Dolphins.
The Wednesday news
conference is scheduled at 3
p.m., PST.
Both North Calloway's girls'
teams maintained their un-
beaten records Monday night
as they defeated visiting East.
In the seventh grade con-
test, North took an easy 26-5
victory while in the eighth
grade game, North prevailed
42-36 but it took an overtime to
dolt.
North led just 4-2 at the end
of the first period in the
seventh grade game but by
halftime, the hosts had the
lead up to 114 North won it in
the third period by outscoring
East 10-0.
Angie Futrell paced the
North scoring attack with
eight points.
In the eighth grade game, it
was close all the way with
North leading 9-6 at the end of
the first period. East held a
one-point halftime lead and
led a2623 going into the final
period before North rallied to
force the game into an extra
period.
But in overtime. North
Dead-Game MSU Upset
At Home By Morehead
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Lose to Indiana by only
eight points and you've really
done something.
Cheer up folks. That wasn't
Morehead Murray lost to 83-75
Monday night in the Sports
Arena. Indeed, it was the top-
ranked Hoosiers; just ask
Morehead Coach Jack
Schallow. - •
"Indiana won this game and
didn't even know about it,"
Schallow said after his team
copped its first Ohio Valley
Conference win.
"Craig Morris learned to
play defense under Bobby
Knight during two years of
playing time at Indiana."
Morris, a 6-4 junior who just
became eligible four games
ago, scored 12 points in the
By The Associated Press
Minnesota's Mike Thom-
pson got legal protection off
the court, enabling him to play
against Wisconsin, but it was
the on-the-court protection
that irritated Badgers' Coach
John Powless — so much so
that he began singing to the
jury.
Thompson, armed with a
restraining order that tem-
porarily nullified a NCAA
ruling which had banned him
from playing because of
alleged ticket scalping, scored
29 points to lead Minnesota
past Wisconsin 96-84 in a Big
Ten basketball game Monday
night.
Thompson, the Gophers' big
center, had missed one game
because of the NCAA ruling,
and Powless figured Monday
night's referees were trying to
make It up to him.
Powless received one of the
Badgers' five techincal fouls
and later vented some of his
anger by joining the Madison,
Wis. fans and the Wisconsin
pep band in serenading the
referees with a unique version




Purdue 71-67; No. 3 Marquette
crushed Xavier 82-48; 10th-
ranked Tennessee beat
Auburn 83-78; No. 12 Alabama
routed Mississippi 64-41, and
Duke downed No. 20 Virginia
Tech 79-72.
The Hoosiers, 15-0 and 6-0 in
the conference, lost an 11-
point lead in the second half,
as Purdue's Tom Scheffler,
Kyle Macy and Eugene
Parker led a comeback that
twice gave the Boilermakers
one-point leads.
But Scott May, who scored
32 points, dropped in a basket
to give the Hoosiers a 61-60
lead with 6:30 left, and
Indiana had survived a big
scare.
"Five hundred games -
that's a long time," said
Marquette Coach Al McGuire,
whose Warriors celebrated
that lengthy coaching
outscored East 8-2 and posted
their fifth consecutive
triumph.
Belinda Smith and Mina
Todd paced the attack for
North as they fired in 15 and 13
points respectively while
Mary Wagoner's 18 points led
Fast.
Seventh Grade
East 2 0 0 3-5
North 4 7 10 5-26
East (5)—Gardner 1,
Charleton 4, Knipp, Adkins
and Burkeen.
North (26)—D. Darnall 5,
Futrell 8, Holt 2, Compton 4,
Swift 1, Smock 2, Carson 2 and
Coursey 2.
Eighth Grade
East 6 3 12 8 2-36
North 9 4 10 11 fl---42
East (36)—Tucker 3,
Wesson 1, Barnett 1, Green 4,
Wilson 4, Overbey 5 and
Wagoner 18.
North (42)—Frankhou.ser 2,
Smith 15, Willie 4, Todd 13 and
Yaricy 8.
game. But his main claim to
fame was his defense on 6-6
senior superstar Jesse
Williams of the Racers.
Williams, who hit for 38
points in the 87-85 win over
Eastern Kentucky Saturday,
was just nine of 21 from the
field against Indiana ( er,
Morehead! and finished with
20 points.
- "That was the key for us,"
Schallow said.
"We just think Morris is One
of the better defensive players
in the country."
Williams didn't agree...at
least 100 per cent.
They were sagging back on
me quite well. There were a
let of times where I usually go
for the ball on offense, that
they were there and had the
hole cut off," Williams said.
milestone by running off a 20-2
spurt in the first half to burn
Xavier.
Earl Tatum and Bo Flits
each scored 19 points for the
Warriors.
Tennessee dropped one
position in the rankings and
lost some more esteem with
its rivals in the Southeastern
Conference.
The Volunteers, who have
been accused of cheating at
the foul line and of playing
football on the court, were
criticized by Dr. Bob Davis,
the Auburn coach, after
squeaking out a SEC victory
on the combined scoring of
Bernard King and Mike
Jackson.
-The officials let King
agitate all night," Dr. Davis
said. "He's got no class.
Thege's no reason for all the
elbowii he throws ... ( Vols
Coich Ray) Mears ought to
"But Morris did do a good
job. I don't think we played
very well at all. But if we can
keep our heads up still yet, I
believe we will be okay," the
native Chicagoan added.
Whether it was Morris'
defense or not, the main
reason Murray lost was
because they got outhustled.
And if you could put hustle on
a scale between one and 10,
Murray got outhustled by 11.
To borrow a term from
Richard Nixon, let us make
this perfectly clear:
Morehead isn't a bad team.
How good they are though
remains to be seen.
Seven times in the first half,
the lead changed hands. The
last tie was at 29 apiece then
Murray ran off four con-
secutive points. At in-
termission, Murray had
get it stopped ... King took
cheap shots at anybody who
walked past.
"I don't believe I'm guilty of
any cheap shots," said King,
who poured in 29 points. "I do
believe I had myself under
control at all times."
Eddie Johnson tossed in 39
points for Auburn, 4-2 in the
SEC. Tennessee is now 4-1 in
the conference, 11-2 overall.
"Arthur Murray swiped the
ball three straight times,
foiling Mississippi's slow-
down tactics, and Alabama's
defense kept Ole Miss
scoreless for 84,2 minutes in
the second half to nail down
the victory.
Virginia Tech, the newest
arrival in the Top 20, was cut
down to size by Duke, which
was led by Tate Armstrong's
20 points. Duke's record is now
8-6; Virginia Tech is now 12-3.
Players May Decide To
Boycott Pro Bowl Game
By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) —
Stars of professional football
meet today to lay out game
plans that may or may not
include a boycott of the
National Football League Pro
Bowl scheduled for Monday
night in the Superdome.
The immediate issue is the
players' pension plan, part of
the funding for which has
come from Pro Bowl proceeds
in the past.
No payments were made to
the pension plan last year, and
none are expected this year,
since the NFL Players
Association has been
Operating without a contract
with the league for two years.
"We have taken the position
that we are not going to
contribute until we have an
agreement and know what the
rules are that we are
operating under," said
Sargent Karch, head of the
NFL Management Council.
The Management Council is
the bargaining agent for NFL
owners.
"There is no legal obligation
for us to make a contribution
until we have an agreement."
The players are scheduled
to meet with Ed Garvey,
executive director of the
NFLPA, and the union's two
top officers, Kermit
Alexander and Tom Keating,
this afternoon.
If the players decide to
boycott the garpe, it will be the
second time a professional all-
star game was cancelled here.
The 1965 American Football
League All-Star game was
scheduled to be played in
Tulane Stadium, bOt some of
the players said they were
subjected to racial
discrhnination by taxi drivers
and operators of some night
spots.
The game was moved to
Houston.
Garvey said he will make no
recommendations to the 80
NFL stars at today's meeting.
"We don't have a position on
the game," he said. "We have
a lot of things to talk about.
We'll talk things over and see
what the players decide."
The three union
representatives met for about
a minute with the National
Football Conference squad
following a brief team
meeting Monday evening.
"Kermit did most of the
talking," Garvey said. "He
just told them, 'Hello, We're
here and we'll be talking with
you," said Garvey.
Player Of Week
DENVER (AP) — Herman
Harris, a 6-foot-5 reserve, is
credited by Arizona Coach
Fred Snowden with the
Wildcats' current perch atop
the Western Athletic Con-
ference basketball standings.
For his play in last
weekend's two league vic-
tories by the Wildcats, Harris
today was named by the
WAC's head office the con-
ference's player of the week.
managed to struggle to a 39-35
edge. '-
A 12-footer by Williams gave
Murray a 55-54 lead with 12:30
left in the contest. It was the
last time Murray led.
Murray went for a four-
minute stretch without
scoring and that cost the
game. During the time,
Morehead scored seven
straight points and moved out
to a 69-61 lead.
On two occasions, Morehead
led by 10 points.
Down 79-73 with 35 seconds
left, Murray nearly came up
with the ball. On the press, a
pass was batted down but it
just happened to get knocked
all the way down the floor to 6-
8 junior Ted Hundley who
easily laid the ball in for an
unmolested layup and to put
the final nail in the coffin of
defeat.
"I wouldn't say that was the
play that won the game for Us
but it sure helped," Schallow
said.
"If Murray would have
come down and scored on a
three-point play, we would
have led by only three points
with about 25 seconds left and
anything could have happened
then," the Morehead coach
added.
Schallow said the turning
point in the game was when he
put on the fullcourt pressure
defense.
"We didn't have any real
offensive unity," Racer Coach
Fred Overton said.
"We weren't able to solve
their defense either. They
really did a good job of
scouting us," Overton praised
Morehead.
And now back to Schallow:
-Make sure you print this.
Overton is a super coach and
has done a super job with his
club," Schallow said.
So much for the rots),
compliments. Now let's get to
the complaint department:
Murray shot just .455 on the
night, hitting on 30 of 66 from
the floor. Morehead shot 34-89
for a red-hot .576. But that's
not really a compliment. You
could go back to the complaint
department again and blame
Morehead's good shooting on
Murray's defense.
Besides Hundley, who
finished with a game-high 22
points, about the only good
shooting was from teammate
Andre Jones who fired in 21 on
eight of 13. And in a losing
effort, Vic Jordan hit eight of
13 for Murray and finished
with 18 points while Jeff
Hughes canned seven of 11 and
added 15 points.
Murray will play East
Tennessee on the road
Saturday and will play at
Tennessee Tech Monday.
Meanwhile, Morehead, after
playing its first three league
games on the road, will finally
head back to the mountains.


















RIAD', TO SPRING — Joss* Moms of the Racer..
to got loose just a spit second from Craig Morris (20) of
Motohood and kit for two of his 20 points.
On a farm it takes money to make
money. Nobody knows that better than
we do because we've been helping
farmers with customized farm loans for
years. If you're a farmer planning the
future, see us first You'll get a new
point of view on how helpful a bank
can be.
Airssisrp FDIC
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AGE 9Carter Encouraged By Backing
Given Him In Iowa Caucuses
DES MOINES, Iowa t AP) —
Former Georgia Gov. Jimmy
Carter says he's "tremen-
dously encouraged" by
backing given him by Iowa's




Ms. Susan Stoffer, Con-
sumer Education Specialist
from the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer
Protection, Frankfort, will
visit the Murray State
University campus on
January 28 to discuss con-
sumer rights and respon-
sibilities.
This program is jointly
sponsored by the Home
Economics Department and
the Department of Marketing
and General Business at MSU.
Ms. Stoffer will present her
one hour program at 8:30 a.m.
and 10:30 a.m. in Room N-307,
third floor, Applied Science
Building. A 1:30 p.m.
presentation will be held in the
faculty lounge on first floor of
the Business Building. The
public is invited to attend any
of the sessions.
For more information
contact Ms. Penny Warren,




hopefuls or grassroots sup-
Port
Carter, who led a field of six
candidates for the party's
presidential nomination in
voting during Monday's
precinct caucuses, credited "a
large and dedicated group" of
volunteers for his success in
Iowa.
With reports from 2,080, or
82 per cent, of the state's 2,530
voting precincts counted,
Carter held 27.7 per cent of the
delegates picked for March 6
county conventions. The
county meetings are the next
step in selecting Iowa's 47
national convention delegates.
Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana
was second with 13.3 per cent
of the delegates, followed by
former Sen. Fred Harris of
Oklahoma with 10.1 per cent.
As expected, the most
delegates — 36.9 per cent —




extensively in Iowa ran well
behind. Rep. Morris Udall of
Arizona had 5.9 per cent and
Sargent Shriver 3 per cent of
the county convention
delegates.
Of those who made a serious
effort in Iowa, the only one
apparently shut out in the
county convention delegate
contest was Sen. Henry
Jackson of Washington, who
limited his Iowa appearances
to six days.
Republicans made no at-
tempt to tabulate returns from
their precinct caucuses
because all their county
convention delegates go un-
committed.
But in a random sampling of
62 precincts, mostly rural,
Presideftt--Ford came out




There were 62 uncommitted
votes in the Republican
sampling, conducted by the
GOP State Central Com-
mittee. Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller got seven votes;
Elliot Richardson and Iowa
Gov. Robert Ray got one each.
Carter, who was first to
campaign in Iowa and among
those who spent considerable
time here, had been expected
to lead the field.
Richard Sykes, Bayh's
campaign coordinator in
Iowa, said he was "not sur-
prised" at Carter's delegate
count.
"He was the first in the field
to get going and he ran a damn
good race here," Sykes said.
"As the last to get organized,
we are happy to run second."
Harris said he was pleased
with his third place finish. It
was, he said, "doing what we
set out to do. And we did it




thews, said as the results were
posted, "That's not really





A new weekly course of four
sessions in personal finance
entitled "Making Money Work
for You" will be offered as one
of the 22 courses in the Life




To be taught by Kirkham
Ford of Paris, Tenn., the
course will meet from 7 to 9
p.m. each Monday evening
Feb. 9-March 1 in Room 302 of
the Business Building on the
campus.
The course will include
living with inflation, spending
effectively, developing a
savings program, stocks and
bonds for beginners, and
saving and investing
techniques. No examinations
or grades will be given.
Those interested in
registering may send a check
for $8 made out to Murray
State University and send it,
along with name, address, and
course title, to the Center for
Continuing Education.
Additional information may
be obtained by contacting Dr.
Donald E. Jones, dean of
continuing education, Murray
State University or by calling
(502) 762-4159 or 762-2086.
The first President marriedwhile in office was John Tyler.
The mail box was invented in1810 by Thomas Brown, gover-nor of Florida.
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TRENTON, N.J. (AP) —An
uprising in a maximum
security wing at Trenton State
Prison ended peacefully at
dawn today, 10 hours after a
shootout that left one inmate
dead and several other per-
sons injured. A police official
said the rebellion was "an
attempted breakout."
Prison officials said they
had removed the last of more
than 100 rebellious inmates
from the eighth tier of No. 7
Wing, a "segregation section"
for troublesome prisoners.
The head of the NewJersey State Police, Col.Clinton Pagano, characterizedthe rebellion as "an attempted
breakout." He said officialshad determined that a vanseen parked outside the prisonwas part of the alleged plot,but he did not elaborate.
Pagano said, "My gutfeeling is that we did a realfine job. There were no in-juries beyond the initial
confrontation."
Carroll Will Not Seek Warrant
For Threatening phone Call
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll said he
does not plan to seek a
warrant for the arrest of a
man who allegedly made a
threatening telephone call to
the governor's brother.
The call was placed last
Wednesday from Frankfort by
a man who threatened to
release derogatory in-
formation about the governor
if the administration backed a
proposed bill that would do
away with commercial bail
bonding.
The bill in question would
allow a person to post 10 per
cent of his bond with the court
clerk rather than with a
commercial firm.
Carroll called a press
conference the next day to
reveal the nature of the threat
and to reaffirm his corn-
mittment to the bail bonding
bill. He also said if any in-
formation were released to the
press about him it would most
likely be fabricated. . . and
said he wasn't worried about
it.
The matter was reported to
State Police and Common-
wealth's Atty. Ray Corns was




could it be prosecuted, since
the call was placed in Frank-
fort but received in Paducah.
—What criminal offense or
offenses, if any, could the
caller be charged with.
—In a letter dated Monday,
Corns advised the governor




He said that in reviewing
statutes to see which major
criminal offense the caller
might have committed, he
found "criminal coercion."
But no penalty had been
provided for the offense, and
consequently it is not
chargeable.
Corns asked the governor's
support to correct the
"glaring defect" in the
statute.
He said the caller could
possibly be prosecuted in a
county quarterly court for a
misdemeanor, under a statute
prohibiting "harrasing
communications." The
penalty for that is a jail
sentence of up to 90 days or a
$250 fine, or both.
However, prosecution for a
misdemeanor requires the
complaining witness to sign a
complaint and have a warrant
issued in quarterly court
The governor said he
doesn't plan to obtain a
warrant His office said be felt
"he has reported the incident
to the proper law enforcement
authorities . . . and he will
stand by their judgement."
The governor's office also
said Carroll will support
Legislation to correct the
penalty deficiency In the
Kentucky statute cited by
Corns.
Carroll To Ask Assembly For
State School Districts Funds
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll will ask
the General Assembly to give
Kentucky school districts $6.4
million before the end of the
fiscal year to pay current





Association Monday in place
of Carroll, who is recovering
from minor surgery.
Lewis said the money, to
help the districts compensate
for inflation, would come from
the state's General Fund
surplus, which amounted to
$99.7 million as of July 1,1975.
If approved, this would be
the third such supplemental
allotment since 1974. Carroll
allocated more than $4 million
to public schools last spring to
help them balance their 1974-
75 budgets.
Lewis didn't say when the
governor would make the
request to the legislature, and
declined to comment on
whether Carroll would ask
approval of other allocations
from the surplus.
"It would be premature to
discuss the budget now,"
Lewis said.
John Nichols, the governor's
press secretary, said Carroll's
budget proposal for 1976-78
would contain no other
allocation requests.
He said allocations probably
would be requested in a
supplemental bill "which he
will ask the legislature to
approve for needed ex-
penditures for the current
fiscal year that will keep






















































(C,oatinaed from Page 1)
he cannot conceive of
Congress approving Angola
aid on the basis of arguments




Ford said his tax-cut and
spending-ceiling proposal,
essentially the one Congress
refused to vote last year,
would provide a $10-bil1ion tax
reduction in addition to the
compromise cut in effect until
midyear. He said it would
mean $227 a year in additional
takehome pay for a family of
four with $15,000 income.
But Ford also proposed an
increase in another tax, the
payroll levy paid by em-
ployers and employes to
support the Social Security
system that has been running
a deficit and dipping into its
reserves.
Effective in 1977, the in-
crease would raise the
maximum tax paid by an
employe to $1,014, up from
$855 this year. All but $49 of




Ford also proposed a
revision in the Medicare
health program for the aged.
It would cost the over-65
patients more for shortterm
illnesses, but set a $740-a-year
ceiling on what they could be
charged for covered services.
The limit, he said, would
protect them against
catastrophic costs for serious
illness.
While Ford's message
forahadowed clashes on a
number-of issues with the
Democratic majority in
Congress, it also staked out
some positions that would set
him apart from Reagan.
While Reagan has proposed
large-scale transfers of
federal programs to the




Ford also called for what he
described as "long overdue
reform of the scandal-ridden
food stamp program." A
major change would limit
benefits to those whose net
income is below the poverty
level, currently $5,050 for a
family of four.
He said temporary ex-
tensions of special unem-
ployment benefits will con
tinue in 1976 and that he will
ask for continued job training
funds in.1977
He renewed his call for a
five-year extension of federal
revenue-sharing with states
and localities.
Ford advanced two plans he
said would stimulate needed
business investment.
One would provide fast
depreciation of productive
facilities, aimed especially at
areas of high unemployment
— which under present cir-
cumstances would cover
much of the country.
Another would be designed
to encourage persons of
moderate income to buy stock
in U.S. firms. The purchase
price for such long-term in-
vestments could be deducted
for tax purposes, with the
proceeds to be subject to tax
only if cashed in later.
To make it easier for heirs
to retain family farms and
businesses, Ford said the
estate tax on such
inheritances should be
postponed and stretched out.
He also said he will propose
programs to help lower-
income persons rent and buy
homes through subsidies
affecting 500,000 dwelling
units, at the same time
helping the lagging housing
industry.
Saying the country needs a
strong defense posture to
strengthen its hand in in-
ternational negotiations and
keep its alliances vigorous, he
said he will submit an in-
creased defense budget.
Warning against "the
crippling of our foreign in-
telligence services," Ford
said, "I will take actions to
reform and strengthen our
Intelligence community. I ask
for your positive cooperation.




The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday, January
22, at. 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Court House
This will be the regular
monthly business meeting and
all members are urged to




AS OF JANUARY 20,
1976, I am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own. L A. Travis.
2. Notice
LOSE WEIGHT with New .
Shape Tablets and










107 N. 17th St.
Phone 753-5074
IS years proles:Waal ear.
flee
WE LOOK into your






















I HEREBY express my
appreciation to the one
who turned in my car






save. 100 per cent money
back guaranteed. We
deliver to your place at









LOST BLACK cow. Lost
near Midway. Call 753-
2539.
5. Lost And Founc
LOST 1971 MU College
graduation ring. Blue
setting. If found please
call 753-6153 after 5 p. m.
6 Help Wanted
PERSON OR couple to
live in home with :Ids*
cduple, very nice living
quarters, salary open.
For information Write
P. 0. Box 32L Murray,
Kentucky
LADIES: DO YOU need
extra money? 175.00
week part time, $150.00
week full time. Car
necessary. For in-
terview write Box 151
































































































































































































PERSON TO WORK IN
check out department.
Someone willing to
work, apply in person.
605 Main Street. Boone
Laundry and Cleaners.













BUY THE best for less.












general office. 20 years
experience as cost
estimator and Girl
Friday. Write Box 32M,
Murray.
14 Want To Buy
WILL PAY above market




15 Art,r4is Fe, Sale
DIAMOND BRIDAL set
unique design, written
appraisal, $750. Will sell
for $500.00. Call 753-0535.
USED CHAIRS $10.00 and
up. Used desks-wood
and metal $25.00 and up.
as"-4x8 particle board
$1.95. %"-4x8 CD $4.95.
413 and 4x5 plexiglaas
1/4" thick $1.00 per
square foot. Fiberglass
for unerpinning .10 per
square foot. Paneling
4x8 $2.95 per sheet and
up. Ross and Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. Box







Ball, 12 pounds. Used
two bowling seasons.
$20. Call 753-0680 after 5
p.m.
OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 436-
2315, if no answer call
753-4696.
FOR BETTER clean*,
to keep colors gleaming,
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer, $1. Western
Auto home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes
girls 10-12, juniors size 5.
Call 753-2515 after 3:30.
BABY BED FOR SALE.
Used 2 weeks. Mattress
and bed like new. Call
753-0004 between 10 and
Sin afternoon.
ANTIQUE CHERRY
dining room suite and








FROM WALL TO WALL,
no soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence with 1% 0.
D. line post, 1% 0. D. top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs










and Service, 500 Maple




USED UPRIGHT piano in ELECTROLUX SALES
plain condition. Will and service. Call Tony
pick up. Call 753-0630 Montgomery, 753-6760,
after 5 p. m. day or night.
Soo Us Before You Buy
1972 Chrysler New Yorker Brougham, loaded,
one owner, 46,000 miles, $2599.00
1e75 Corvette convertible, leather interior, air,
steering and brakes, 4,000 miles, sharp, $7499.00
GAS SAVERS
1975 Camaro, LT, Type, dark blue, white in-
terior, air, steering and brakes, 6 cylinder
motor, 6,000 miles, sharp, $4099.00
1971 V. W. Beetle, air, 4 speed, yellow, 56,000
miles, sharp, $1499.03
1274 Vega Hatchback, brown, $1899.00
1974 Vega Hatchback, red, red interior, 3,300
miles, air, steering, brakes, automatic, sharp,
$2099.00.
1975 Vega Station Wagon, air, steering, brakes,
automatic, 30,000 miles, sharp, $2999.00
USED PICA-UPS
1972 El Camino, air, steering, brakes, automatic,
48,000 miles $2399.00
1972 White Pick Up. 6 cylinder, standard shift,
$1799.00
1971 Chevrolet Pick-Up, 6 cylinder standard
shift, blue, $1399.00
1973 Chevrolet Pick-Up, air, steering, brakes,
beige, one owner, 31,000 miles, $3699.00
2 TON RUCKS
1968 2 ton, black, 19 ft. cattle rack. V-8, 2-speed
axle, $3299.00









Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.




1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury
Locator, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932
or 753-3226 after 4.
H & H. MODEL 939 22
target revolver and




complete set and bag.
Graphit Driver. GR 70 x
14 radial, 4 wheel grain
bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
CHALLENGER bass boat
with 150 H. P. Mercury,
power trim, Lawrence
L. F. G. 300 locator,
motor guide, trolling













'stored locally. Reported like
W. limponaible party can
tare at big saving ca low
payment balance. Write
Joplin Piano CO% Joplin,
FOUR PIECE DRUM set,
with cymbals. $75.00.
Call 753-9685 anytime.
SANYO 8 TRACK tape
player; fast forward and
channel repeat controls;




stall, good shape. Also
Philco protable T. V.
Three years old. Must go





Vinyl chair, $5.00. Call
753-9312.









CB radio, coax and
trunk mount antenna.
Call 767-4474.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 ATLANTIC 12 it 65 on
large private lot with




Must see! Located about
3% miles from Murray,
Phone 753-6809 or 492-
8120.
NICE 12 1 60 4
BEDROOM fully car-
peted, underpinned, on 1
acre lot, near Cold-
water. $5,000. Call 435-
4591.
1969 WARRIOR 12 x 86, 3





WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.




12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM





after 6 p. m. or 753-8835
anytime.
/-2Q
.50 WHAT'? 11it5 LIME DIDN'T
MOVE LAST YEAR EITHER.





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
NEW 2 BEDROOM
mobile home on large
lot. All electric, central
heat and air, water and
garbage pickup in-
cluded. 3% miles East of
Murray. $120.00 per




small park, well lighted,
single occupancy.
$65.00. Call 753-8216 after
5.
WANTED FURNISHED
HOUSE for two college
students. Within 20
miles of Murray. Call
323-8699.



















ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Miami 753-5116.5




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753-
5U5 days or 753-5108

















New Concord. Call 436-
2427.
FURNISHED APART-










Marshall School on 641.
Call 4924354 after 4 p.
in
















dog Puppies. $50.00. Call
753-7310 after 6 p. in.
RUNNING BEAGLE dog.
Female. $45.00. Call 753-
6153 after 5 p. m.
DOG KENNELS pre-built
and can be erected in 15
minutes. 8 x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 a 6. For all your





located on South 12th at
Sycamoce has, five
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
extatience Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
START THE New Year
with some land of your
own pear Kentucky
Lake. We have some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky,
These can be purchased






$24,90 IS THE PRICE for
this home with a large
kitchen. Just one nice





port. Come by or call
753-8080 Boyd-Majors
Reel Estate, 105N. 12th.
AUCTION, AUCTION!
Saturday, January 24,
1:30 p. m. Three
bedroom brick, 1 bath,
utility and carport.
Located at 1700 Dodson,
near college. Will take
consignment items.
Wayne Wilson Auc-
tioneer, Call 753-3263 for
details.
LARGE BRICK AND
stone home in Murray,
large den, 2 fireplaces,
central vacuum,
thermopane windows,
could have a total of 5
bedrooms. Or used as a
home-business com-
bination. To see this
home call Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South rth, 753-
3597
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty, are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your tune.
,Give us a call or drop by




20 ACRE FARM FOR
sale. % Mile off Shady






rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0690
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Three bedroom brick
home. Exceptioanlly
nice living room and den
with white shag carpet.
Full wall distinctive
rock fireplace in sunken
den. 200 x 105 corner lot.
For appt. call 753-8850
51-F 8:30-4:30). Ask for
Lisa.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house, with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
BY ONWER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2









consider offer. Call 753-
5693 or 753-5319.





carport, central air and
heat, gas, low 30's. Call
753-2485.
NICE BRICK HOUSE 3
bedroom, dining room,
utility room large kit-
chen, nice cabinets, new
carpet in all rooms, new
inlaid in kitchen and
utility room, large patio,
fenced backyard, lots of
shade in front and back.
$26,500. Will take trailer
as trade in. Phone 753-
=77.
BY OWNER old style two
story house seven miles
from Murray. Needs
repair but will sell under
$4,500. Small monthly
payment like rent with
no down payment. Make
good home for person
willing to work. Call 354-
8446.
47 Motorcycle,
CB 350 HONDA 1973. $450.
Must sell. Call 753-6564.
18 Automotive Sroce
49 Used CdPs & itatiLS
1966 NOVA AND 1972
Nova. Call 753-9168 or
753-5669.
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 Plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
C80x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6' ply 700:15"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750116" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.
1967 CAMARO 327 four
speed, new 60's, 70's,
and mags. Call 436-2336.
1973 DODGE PICKUP,
club cab. Good con-
dition. Like new. Will
trade. Call 435-4503.
1969 k oRD, clean,
$350.00. 1109 Circararna.
1968 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4 door. Clean,
good rubber. Call 753-
4022.
1973 HORNET SPOR-
TABOUT power and air,
one owner. Reduced
must sell. Call 753-9349.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1;00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-













price -$100.00. Call - 753-
8263.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles. $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1/74 GMC, 4 wheel drive,
power steering, power
brakes and air. Short
wheel base. Big wheels.
$4,100. Call 1-554-1581.
1966 FORD VAN, runs
good. $450. Call 753-6564.
Must sell.
1971 CHEVROLET heavy
duty 2 ton 2 speed rear
axle, power steering,
920x10 ply tires, medium
green and white, one
owner. Call days - 345-





Call 753-2550, ask for
Mike.
GIVE YOUR CAR THE
protection and shine it
needs to make it last you
thousands of miles
more. Call C & D
Garage, 753-2550. See















1965 and 1966 BUICICS.




radio and tape player
$975.00. Call 753-9294.
NICE 1975 Grand
LeMans, two door hard
top, Maroon 22,000
actual miles, Must sell,
call 436-5687 after 6 p. m.
49 Used
1974 CAMARO 728, Type
LT. Automatic, Air,
power steering and




after 5 p. m.
1972 DATSUN pickup,
















Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, % mile






efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0606.
STEEL BUILDINGS for




753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2488
for your Butler Agri-
Builder.
ELECTRICAL. WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.












Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
SMALL HOME repairs






















Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. Can be








a week. Call 753-9216.
_
WILL DO ANTENNA








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION - blown in
by SEARS save on these
high heat .and cooling




patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-
8647.
TREE TOPPING, we do






- vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.




work in vicinity of 121
South and 94 South to
New Concord., Gravel,
white rock and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
JOHN HUTCHENS''
Plumbing and Electric.







GOOD JAP AND BEAN
hay for sale, 60 lb. bales.
Phone 753-5619 after 6.
CUTE 4 BLACK puppies.
Badly need home. Call
436-2547.
FREE 2 MONTH OLD
part Collie puppy. Black











recording artists are in stock.
Disceitat prices.
-It • .se•ric•
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Deaths and Funerals
F. R. McKee! Dies
At Bowling Green;
Native Of Murray
F. R. McKeel of 2307 Grand
View Drive, Bowling Green,
died Sunday at 11:45 a.m. at
the Bowling Green-Warren
County Hospital. He was 75
years of age.
The deceased was born
January 27, 1900, and was the
son of the late William H.
McKee] and Eula Waters
McKeel of Calloway County.
He had retired after twenty-
six years as an agent for the
National Life and Accident
Insurance Company. He was
the owner and operator of a
grocery store at Bowling
Green.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Fan McKeel, Bowling Green;
three daughters, Mrs. Paul
Settle, Nashville, Tenn., Mrs.
James C. Ross, Tampa, Fla.,
and Mrs. Kay Hall, San
Francisco, Calif.; one sister,
Mrs. Dawson Smith,
Asheboro, N. C.; three
brothers, W. W. and N. M.
McKeel, Detroit, Mich., and
Q. G. McKeel, Asheboro, N.
C.; eight grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. C. Kirby
Funeral Home, Bowling
Green, with Rev. B. A.
Houchens and Rev. John
Spaulding officiating. Burial




William M. Newton, father
of Michael Newton of Hardin,
died Friday at 5:45 p.m. at the
Sinai Hospital, Detroit, Mich.
He was 57 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
metallurgist and was a former
resident of LaCenter.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Shirley Newton, Detroit,
Mich.; three sons, Michael of
Hardin, William of Gilbert-
sville, and Larry of Novi,
Mich; one daughter, Mrs.
Linda Rissman, Detroit; one
sister, Mrs. Lorene Crews,
Barlow; one brother, Robert
D. Newton, La Center; ten
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Jones Funeral Home,




Tommy Nichols, T. M.
Nichols, Charles Shemwell,
and Jerry Newton. Burial will
be in the LaCenter Cemetery.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2
no change. Below dam 314.8 up
0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 35e.2
no change. Below dam 321.9 up
0.7.
Sunset 5:08. Sunrise 7:07.
Moon rises 8:21 p. m., sets
8:56 a. m. Tuesday.
Funeral services for Albert
Cassity, Sr., will be held
Wednesday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Otis
Jones and Rev. Randolph
Allen officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White playing the
organ.
Grandwns will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Cassity Cemetery in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Cassity, age 80, died
Sunday at 8:30 p. m. at the
Parkview Convalescent
Home, Paducah.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Wavel Higgins Cassity,
Murray Route One; one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara
Queen; six sons, George,
Anthony, Albert, Jr., Hayden,
Bobby, and James Cassity;
two half sisters, Mrs. Mary
Jones and Mrs. Ethel Mit-




Dead At Age 75;
Funeral Is Today
Athel Frields of Sedalia
Route One died Sunday at 8:15
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 75
years of age and a retired
farmer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jewel Jones Frields, two sons,
U. L. Frields, Ashton, Ill., and
Paul Jones, Sedalia Route
One; one sister, Mrs. Zelma
Rickman, Murray; three
grandsons; two great gran-
dsons.
The deceased was a
member of the Cuba
Missionary Baptist Church
where funeral services are
being held today at two p.m.
with Rev. Charles C. Nelson
officiating.
Interment will be in the
Cuba Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Jackson
Funeral Home of Dukedom,
Tenn.
Funeral Wednesday Earl Parker Dies
For Mr. Cassity Monday With Rites
To Be Wednesday
Earl C. Parker of Benton
Route Four died Monday at
8:30 a.m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was 77
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Illinois
Central Railroad, Chicago, Ill.
He was a member of the Azure
Masonic Lodge No. 1153,
Chicago. Born August 23, 1898,
in Marshall County, he was
the son of the late Joe Allen
Parker and Maria Petty
Parker.
Mr. Parker is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ruby Beggs
Parker, Benton Route Four,
and several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev.
Dennis Waters and Rev.
Clifton Dexter officiating.
Burial will be in the Barnett
Cemetery in Marshall County.
T. L. Jefferson Masonic
Lodge No. 622 will conduct
masonic rites tonight
( Tuesday) at eight p.m. at the




Final rites for James P.
Glasgow are being held today
at 1:30 p. m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Joe
Piercey officiating. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Glasgow, age 76, died
Sunday at 1:50 a. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He was a retired personnel
director of the Veterans
Administration Regional
Office, Louisville.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
May Belle Glasgow, Benton
Route Seven; two daughters,
Mrs. John Davis and Mrs.
George Martin; one son,
Commander James G.
Glasgow; one sister, Mrs. A.
113. Butterworth of Murray;
one brother, Percy Glasgow;
seven grandchildren.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Sheppard of Wilmore will
present a program of sacred musk at the Good
Shepherd Unitgd Methodist Church on Thursday,
January 22, at 7:30 p.m. The Sheppards have travelled
widely singing hi sacred concerts, song evangelism, and
mission tours in 36 states, five Canadian provinces, and
21 foreign countries. They are recording artists and are
both graduates of Asbury College, Wilmore, where they
reside. A free will offering will be received for the
couple, according to the church pastor, Rev. Charles
Morris, who invites the public to attend this special con-
cert of sacred musk.
Supper And Country
Music Show To Be
At East Calloway
A Chili Supper and Country
Music Show will be held
Saturday, January 24, at East
Calloway Elementary School
with the Parent-Teacher Club
as sponsor.
Super will be served at six
p.m. and the music show will
start at seven p.m.
Featured at the show will be
the Fire Mountain Band
composed of Larry Dunn,
Barton Jones, Andy Coles,
Kenny Darnell, Dee Dee
Darnell, and Otis Elkins; and
The Kings Sons composed of
Tony, Gary, Randy, and Loyd
Allen McClure, and Bill
Salmon.
The admission will be $1.25
for adults and 75 cents for
students. The public is urged
to attend this supper and show
to help support the PTC and
the school, a club spokesman
said.
Lewis Expects New Relationship
Between Governor And Legislature
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Richard Lewis, chief
executive assistant to Gov.
Julian Carroll, says that under
Carroll, there will be a new
relationship between the
governor's office and the
legislature.
Lewis, a 38-year-old Benton
attorney, remembers how it
was two years ago, serving his
third term in the Kentucky
House as a member of a
Democratic faction at odds
with Wendell Ford, then
governor.
Lists of bill numbers were
delivered to his desk on the
House floor, and Lewis knew
the "yes" or "no" written by
each number indicated the ad-
ministration position on the
bill.
"It got to the point where I
just wadded them up and
threw them away," Lewis
said.
Things are different this ses-
sion. Lewis is the one who re-
lays the administration posi-
tion.
"Richard Lewis is the voice
of the governor," said House
Speaker William Kenton, D-
Lexington. "If you want the
word, he's the word."




Monthly or Quarterly Interest
Substantial Interest Penalty RPquired For Early Certificate withdrawals
Federal Savings And Loan
,thfrmak,Murra Branch ph.)537.7
And this session, Lewis said,
'There won't be any sheets
going to the floor.
"Rather than simply send
out an order that such and
such bill should be killed, what
we want to do is send a
message to the leadership
giving a reason.
"It's a lot more palatable to
a fellow to know why we op-
pose a bill. I could have bought
It a lot better," Lewis said.
Lewis said communications
breakdowns caused Ford to
lose as many as 20 votes oa ad-
ministration bills last sesdons
by members of his own party.
"If you are able to explain
your program well enough,
you won't lose that many par-
ty votes," he said.
He said the governor and his
staff have met with House and
Senate leaders "on a needed
basis," and that these
meetings will become more
frequent when the legislature
becomes more active.
Lewis said that to charac-
terize the governor as "pulling
the strings" would be an
"overstatement," but added:
"We'll be in touch with the
leadership if our bills are in
trouble."
Veterans Counselor
To Be Here Thursday
Max Miller, a Veterans
Counselor of the Department
for Human Resources,
Kentucky Center for veterans
Affairs, will be here Thur-
sday, January 72, at the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple streets,
Murray.
Miller will assist veterans
and their dependents with
claims for benefits due them
as a result of their military
service. He will be present
from8:30 a.m. to 3:30p.m.
Commercial production of
"walkie-talkies" was and.r-taken in 1934
- 
The first speaker to addressan organisation by radio wasDr. Weir Carlyle Ketier, presi-dent of Grove City College inPennsylvania
• •a. ME /1127/tke?"
Prior atas at bed Wawa el saw
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Quake Jostles Eastern Pad
Of Kentucky Early On Monday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Parts of Kentucky are rated
is having the same ear-
thquake risk as Southern
California, but quakes are
rare enough so that even a
nondarnaging tremor causes
consternation. The greatest
threat of earthquakes in
Kentucky is in the west,
according to seismic experts,
but it was a tremor in the east
that had residents worried
early Monday.




Seven faculty members in
the Department of
Mathematics will represent
Murray State University at
the 82nd annual meeting of the
American Mathematical
Society in San Antonio, Texas,
Jan. 22-25.
Four of them will be on the
program to report on research
activities. Their talks are
among 910 scheduled during
the four-day meeting, which is
mainly attended by math-
mematicians from the U. S.
and Canada.
Representing Murray State
on the program and the titles
of their talks are:
Dr. Donald Bennett,
"Expansive Collections of
Continua," from the field of
general topology; Dr. Gary D.
Jones, "The Uniqueness of
Nonscillatory Solutions of
Third Order Differential
Equations," Dr. Wadi E. Mali-
foud, "Oscillation and
Asymptotic Behavior of
Solutions of Delay Differential
Equation," and Dr. Samuel
Rankin III, "Oscillation of
Forced Second Order
Nonlinear Differential
Equations," all from the field
of ordinary differential
equations.
Others from Murray State to
attend the meeting are Dr.
Harold Roberts, departmental
chairman, Dr. Christine




















Virginia. No damage was
reported, but police and fire
departments were flooded
with calls from people seeking
explanations.
Residents called the fire
department at Williamsburg
in Whitley County to ask what
the strip miners were doing.
Some callers asked police at
Pineville in Bell County if
there had been a truck ac-
cident. Pineville Police Chief
Simon Brock said others
thought it was a sonic boom.
Brock said he didn't hear a
boom. "The house just started
shaking and you kind of
wondered what it was," he
said.
"But all I heard was, well, a
kind of shaking noise from the
house," Brock said.
Seismographic reports from
several points later confirmed
that trucks, strip miners and
sonic booms weren't involved
— it was an earthquake.
Dr. G.R. Keller,
seismologist at the University
of Kentucky, said the tremor
registered on his instruments




Survey pinpointed the quake's
epicenter a short distance
northwest of a line between
Harlan and Pineville.
Keller said he and scientists
of the Georgia Institute of
Technology will spend three or
four days in the area, trying to
measure aftershocks "to get
some idea what type of fault
was involved" and asking
people in the area what the
quake felt like.
He said seismologists think
there may be a fault running
south from the area where
Kentucky, Tennessee and
Virginia meet to the Knox-
ville, Tenn., area.
While earthquakes are
fairly rare in the area, he said,
"there have been quite a few
in this century near Mid-
dlesboro" and a "fairly











the Richter Scale — south of
Knoxville in 1974.
Quakes may be rare in
Eastern Kentucky, but far
Western Kentucky and the
southwestern tip of Indiana
are rated as having the same
top earthquake risk as the San
Francisco 'Way area in
California.
Dr. Otto Nuttli of St. Louis
University, one of the nation's
leading experts on ear-
thquakes, said recently that
tremors are recorded almost
daily from the Western
Kentucky and Southern
Indiana area.
"The Paducah area cer-
tainly is an active seismic
zone," Nuttli said, "with the
possibility of having an ear-
thquake as big, or about as
big, as the largest ever oc-
curring anywhere in the
world."
Western Kentucky and parts
of neighboring states are in
the New Madrid Fault, so
named after three quakes as
severe as any ever recorded
ocurred in 1811 and 1812 near
New Madrid, Mo.
Those shocks are believed to
have reached an 8 on the
Richter Scale — meaning a
"great" earthquake capable
of tremendous damage. The
San Francisco earthquake of
1906 would have registered 8.3
on the scale.
The New Madrid ear-
thquake of Dec. 16, 1811
rocked and tumbled log
cabins, shattered dishes,
overturned furniture, topplesk,
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